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SWOl{OS&
DAGGARS?
Well, we here at good old
LUNDEGAARDARMOURY
~
4';!!::' ).' are too, skowe now
l 'j:_' ~'t ma e our own
'j. .' .~;;.. • Rapiers, Daggers & Long
:\,~ .f1l Swords with unique
'" (some say deranged ...)
'\ ~ hilt-work and combat-
" worthy blades. See for
~ ~ yourself by sending
. $1.50 for a catalog to: .
Lundegaard Annoury
P.O. Box 287
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•. Year-round classes and workshops in
all SAFDand many non-SAFDstyles.
•. Conservatory atmosphere provides
classes for students of all levels. from
beginners to highly advanced
•. At least four Actor/Combatant Tests
per year
~ Fight masters teaching master classes
four-to-five times per year
If you would like to receive our
newsletter, Fort~s &. Foibles, for








•. Large private studio with fully
stocked armoury
•. Reasonable pricing structure
•. Private study available
•. Discounts for group rates
•. Inexpensive housing
available
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THE SAFD FIGHT TEST
BYJ. ALLENSUDDETH
This final installment in our year-long celebration of the
SAFD's 15th anniversary examines how that venerable
institution, the SAFD fight test, got its start in July of 1979.
Written by the man whose students were the very first to be





"Flinging one's self from a building takes a special kind of
person," writes Linwood Harcum. No duh! Nonetheless, he
makes a high fall seem both sane and sensible through this
careful account of the training, planning and special
considerations that go into this exacting, exciting theatrical





The fight captain is the one responsible for holding the fights
together, watching out for everyone's safety, and maintaining
the weapons for the run of the show. Here's a primer on what
to do and what to expect if you are the one stuck with this no-
glory, little-or-no-money, lots-of-responsibility job.
16
"A THOROUGHLY NICE GUY"
AND THE BEST OF VILLAINS
BYELIZABETHSHIPLEY
Basil Rathbone is best remembered by a series of definitive
villains in some of Hollywood's best films. On screen, he
crossed swords with Errol Flynn, Leslie Howard, John
Barrymore, Tyrone Power, and Danny Kaye, just to name a
few. Off screen, he grew increasingly weary of tinsel town type-
casting. Here is a loving tribute to a memorable actor and the





This excerpt from an interview with David Leong regarding
his long association with acclaimed director JoAnne Akalaitis
sheds some light on how he approaches fight direction, both
practically and philosophically, as a member of the design team.
DEPARTMENTS
7 fROM THE PRESIDENT-BY J. ALLEN SUDDETH
The president's "State of the SAFD" report.
9 THE NSCW REPORT
A look at the record-breaking 1992 National Stage
Combat Workshop held in Las Vegas this summer.
13 SPOTLIGHT-BY DAVID "POPS" DOERSCH
A profile of the SAFD founder, David Boushey.
37 NUTS AND BOLTS-BY DENNIS GRAVES
Welded tangs: safe or not? Here's the straight story from
someone who knows. The answers may surprise you.
40 FILM FIGHTS-BY MARGARET RAETHER
The focus is on boxing movies-one of Hollywood's
favorite genres. Movies that take their best shot, don't
pull any punches, and go the distance.
43 THE SAFD GLOSSARY OF TERMS
What is a prise de fer anyway? Here are the answers.
48 PUT To THE TEST
Results of SAFD certification fight tests from around the
country. And the winners are ...
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THAT'S EASY TO SAY--------------------------------------
WHEN YOU'RE OUT IN--------------------------------------
FRONT, WATCHING.
It's a different experience when you are
about to take the test and can't call to
mind more than the first two moves.
Continuing our look back over the
past 15 years in the SAFD, J. Allen
Suddeth writes about the beginnings of
the fight test. He should know; his
students were the first ones to ever test
under the auspices of a fledgling SAFD.
Speaking of fight tests, this issue
also contains an account of the summer's
record-breaking NSCW, plus an account
of test results there and across the U.S.
in "Put to the Test."
And speaking of SAFD history, the
spotlight in this issue is on-could only
be on-founder David Boushey, who
was once skeptical as to whether the
group would hold together even one year.
Besides the 15th anniversary of the
SAFD, 1992 also marks the centennial
of Basil Rathbone's birth. Elizabeth
Shipley's delightful tribute to the screen's
best villain (and best fencer) salutes
this memorable actor.
Getting the job done and done right
is the subject of two diverse articles in
this issue. The first article is a primer on
how to handle the job of fight captain.
The second article delineates how Fight
Master David Leong approaches his work
as a fight director.
And last, but far from least, stunt
coordinator Linwood Harcum writes in
detail on how fall from tall buildings
and live to tell the tale.
It has been a memorable 15th year
for the SAFD. Here's looking forward to
llienext~~









Elizabeth Shipley, J. Allen
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Submissions to the Fight Master
should be sent to:
1834 Camp Avenue
Rockford, Il 61103
Submitted material may be edited
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REFERRALS
I WOULD LIKE TO THANK THE
SAFD for recommending me to a
theatre in Texas that was looking
for a fight director. They contacted
me, and although it didn't work out
because of my new location I was
surprised and excited to be 'consid-
ered. I am very impressed with and
pleased to be a member of the SAFD.
Ferrell Barron
Los Angeles, GA
W<repleased that you're pleased, but
a lLttle clarification is in order here.
Anyone interested in a list of SAFD
members in a specific geographic
are~ may call the SAFD secretary.
Thls occurs on a regular basis and
if the end result is someone getting
work, that's great.
However, the SAFD does not act
as a referral service or agency. In
other words, no specific individual
or individuals are recommended to
callers-just the names of members
and how to reach them. -Ed.
WHATSAMATA WITH SHIMADA
A VERY DEAR FRIEND OF MINE
Ernest Abuba called me. Ernest wa~
in rehearsals for a Broadway play
named Shimada. The play was about
a Japanese prisoner of war camp in
Australia during wwn and starred
Ben Gazarra, Ellen Burstyn, Estelle
Parsons, and Mako.
In the play there was a katana
fight between Mako and one of the
supporting actors. Since no one had
the foresight to hire a fight choreo-
grapher, the actors took it upon them-
selves to "work out something."
Ernest confided that at worst
the fight was dangerous at best was
awkward-looking. Ernest then said
he'd given my name to the producers,
but could not guarantee anything
or even if they would call. '
Two weeks later I called Ernest
and asked him what happened. The
story was that they wanted someone
"in the family" to fix the fights, so they
asked Ernest to look at the fight.
Now, I have every respect for
LETTERS
Ernest as an actor and an actor/
combatant, but he will be the first
to tell you he's not a fight choreo-
grapher. Anyway, backed into a
corner, he said he would give it a
shot, but that some additional
monetary compensation would have
to be worked out.
The producers decided to do
without a fight choreographer.
Mter all, they had gotten this far
without one. Two days later someone
got hurt. A week later they opened
on Broadway. Four nights later the
show closed. They got panned.
Michael G. Chin
New York, NY
A LEnER FROM "THE DEAN"
I AM STUNNED AND DEEPLY
moved by the current edition of the
Fight Master. Thank you so much ...
Of course, the two classic exam-
ples of swordplay on film, definitive
r~ally, of the "marriage" of fencing
WIth screen heroics, I did not mention
amongst my favorite fight films-
for some reason. (See "Spotlight"
Spring '92 Fight Master -Ed.) Th~y
are the Albert Gavens duel with
Ferrer in Cyrano (no wonder with
Gavens as Valvert) and the sabre
exhibition at the end of The Mark of
Zorro between Tyrone Power and
Basil Rathbone. I think Gavens
doubled extensively for Power
whom he resembled very much. '
This is just a footnote to the very
complimentary things you have
printed about me already. If you can
THE FIGHT MASTER. FAll 1992
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squeeze these additions into the next
Fight Master edition, I'd be grateful.
You are a wonderful band of
fighters in the SAFD and it makes
me very happy to be an honorary
member of the Society.
Very best wishes-and thanks
again. Paddy Crean
Stratford, Ontario
THREE CHEERS FOR THE NSCW
THE WORKSHOPWASMORETHAN
anything I could have dreamed of. I
afl.! still trying to assimilate every-
thIng I learned and everything that
happened. I feel like something inside
of me has been awakened, and I
have all the masters teachers and
journeypeople to tha~k for that.
. I p.lan to keep learning and
ImprOVIngso I will be better prepared
~or the next workshop I attend. I do
Intend to be at another workshop'
count on it. '
Elain Freeman
Boston, MA
KNIGHTS WHO SAY "NEE"
SHAME! FOR SHAME,FIGHT MASTER!
You can talk all you like about thrust
and parry, a particular style of blade
or the specific moves for certification'
but when comes to Monty Pytho~
quotes, don't mess with me!
At the end of the King Arthur/
Black Knight fight it is the black
knight, with both ar~s and legs gone
who says,"All right, we'll call it ~
draw." If you wish to pacify all of us
Python fans, you must cut down the
tallest tree with ... a herring!
Joe Dempsey
OakPark,IL
Shame/Oh, the shame of it all.
Please c:cceptmy groveling apologies
and thls ... shrubbery. You are right
and I was wrong, hideously, wrong.
Yours suicidally,-Ed.
The Rght Master welcomes letters. Send
them to Editor, the Rght Master, 1834 Camp
Aven'!e, Rockford, IL 61103. Letters may
be ed~ted for length and clarity.
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(before 10 a.m. or after 5 p.m.)
SWORDS <- DAGGERS
ACCESSORIES .:- POLEARMS




Largest selection in the U.S. Over 60 sword styles in catalog.
Wholesale Prices for SAFD Members
Send $1.00 for complete catalog.
Patrick Crean
In celebration of the SAFD's15-year
anniversary,the cover of this issue
of the Fight Masterfeatures
a photo of the beloved "Dean- of
stage combat, Mr. PatrickCrean,who
embodies many of the ideals of an
organization dedicated to safe and
effective stage combat.
The publicity still of Mr. Creanwas taken to
mark a production of Cyrano de Bergerac
at the Shaw Festival in Stratford, 1982.
The SAFD15-year logo was designed
by Margaret Raether.
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YEAR. IT WAS MARKED BY UNPARALLELED
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
ATTENDANCE AT THE SUMMER WORKSHOPS.
To all of those who attended either the
Actor/Combatant Workshop or the
Teacher Training Workshop, and to those
who are new members, I welcome you.
To those of you who have stuck it out
with us through the years, and who
have helped us grow, I thank you.
The Next 15 Years
The Society of American Fight
Directors continues to reach out to
members and similar organizations, to
help codify and legitimize stage combat
as an art and a viable training tool for
young performers.
The next 15 years will see the fruition
of these efforts as more training programs
adopt SAFD guidelines for teacher
training. Even discounting the personal
liability question, I urge those of you
who are teaching combat to pursue a
teacher training track, if you have not
already done so. This is apriority, not
only to protect yourselves, but so as not
to misrepresent the SAFD.
Teacher Training
The next teacher training workshop
will be held at UNLV during the
summer of 1994. If you are interested in
applying, here are the basic criteria that
we consider in reviewing applications:
• Number of years associated with
the SAFD
• Experience teaching in all six
SAFD weapons disciplines
• Academic experience and final
degree(s)
• Professional and academic
experience




Application date will be announced
next year in the Fall Cutting Edge. One
effective way to prepare for the rigors of
the Teacher Training Workshop is to
attend the Advanced Workshop to gain
experience with all six weapons styles.
Welcome Teachers
I would like to take a moment to
welcome our newest certified teachers.
They are: Jamie Cheatham, John
Cashman, Gregory Hoffman,Todd Loweth,
Richard Ryan, and Robert Tuftee.
Welcome Mr. Fracher
Finally, I would like to welcome to
the Presidency, Mr. Drew Fracher. I
have known Drew for many years and
can attest to his deep feeling for the
SAFD, and his talent as a teacher and a
leader. I am confident that he will lead
us with integrity and I urge you to give
him your respect and support. (As of
this writing, the vice presidential race
was tied between Susan Eviston and
J.R. Beardsley and a run-off race is
expected. Good luck to both!)
I have had the honor to lead this
group forward for the last three years.
Together we have made many improve-
ments with the SAFD and more changes
are on the way. I urge the membership
to get involved. Communicate with your
regional representatives, or write to us
directly with questions and suggestions.
I look forward to working with the
Society for many more years. I thank
you for all your support! Adieu.i}'ufJJL1f--
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The Societyof American Fight Directors
in association with the
University of Nevada-Las Vegas
an equal opportunity /
affirmative action university
Actor/Combatant Workshop
The art of performing safe and effective stage combat
taught by the country's top fight directors and teachers.
Available to anyone with an interest in learning or
refreshing their stage combat technique.
For more information call On-Site Coordinator
Linda McCollum
Advanced Actor/Combatant Workshop
Available only to individuals who have passed an
SAFD actor / combatant skills test, or those with
equivalent training. Advanced technique taught for all
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Workshop Coordinators






Fight Master J. R. Beardsley
Teaching Assistant, Bob MacDougall
Rapier and Dagger
Fight Master David Boushey
Teaching Asst., David 'Pops' Doersch
Unarmed
Fight Master Richard Raether
Teaching Assistant, Dale Girard
Broadsword
Fight Master Erik Fredricksen
Teaching Assistant, Steve Vaughan
ACW Joumeypersons
Mark Eis, Willis Middleton, Eric Oram
Fight Masters
Drew Fracher, J. Allen Suddeth
Teaching Assistants





THE UNIVERSITY OF NEVADA-LAS VEGAS ON------------------------------------------------------------------------~-------
JULY 13-31, 1992.
A record-breaking 72 participants from
allover the U.S., Canada, Denmark, and
England were in attendance. This year's
gathering of stage combat enthusiasts
included the actor/combatant workshop
and, for the first time since 1989, a
teacher training workshop.
As the workshops grow in size and
complexity, the task of organization gets
bigger. Fight Master Christopher Villa
stepped into the gap to fill in for NSCW
coordinator David Leong, who was unable
to attend the workshops this year due to
professional conflicts.
Night School
In addition to their grueling class
schedule, students were treated to
evening workshops: Christopher Villa on
games; Jack Young with a fascinating
metronome workshop; and David "Pops"
Doersch and Dale Girard got down to the
nuts and bolts of performing the fight.
Weapons
The annual weapons manufacturer
show was bigger than ever this year with
merchandise from American Fencers
Supply, Arms and Armor, sword cutler
Dennis Graves, Rod Casteel's Colonial
Armory, Joseph Manussier, Gratzner
Period Accoutrements, and Museum
Replicas on display.
Wrapping Up
As always, the workshop culminated
in a public performance, followed by the
presentation of awards (see next pages).
In addition to its hard-working staff,
the SAFD would like to thank Jeff Koep
for his help, as well as Rod Casteel and
American Fencers Supply for donating
the awards. _
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The first MSCW in 1980 boasted a staff of three. Things have changed, as shown by 199i HSCW staff, pictured above. 
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Students and staff examine the wares from leading
armorers on Weapons Night
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In our fifteenth year, it's only fitting that we turn the spotlight on the
man who dreamed up the SAFD. David Boushey was struggling to get
work and tired of explaining to people what it was he did and why
they ought to hire him when he launched the SAFD in 1979.
At H, JUST GO AHEAD-------------------------------------------AND HIT HIM!"
With those immortal words cajoling young actors to
greater levels of realism, Fight Master David Boushey
has endeared himself to an entire generation of stage
combatants. The founder of the Society of American
Fight Directors, the co-founder of United Stuntmen's
Association, the only American to have choreographed
the entire canon of Shakespeare's plays, and
recent inductee into the United Stuntman's Hall of
Fame, David Boushey is a man who has achieved
many wonderful things in his 49 years.
In this fifteenth anniversary year, it seems
appropriate to explore the past of the man who started
all of this; the man who has profoundly changed the
lives of so many of us; the man we call "Maestro."
The year is 1971. David Boushey is making his
living writing advertising copy for a major metropolitan
newspaper, and acting in community theatre on the side.
Dissatisfied with a desk job, David finally heeds the
advice of a good friend who encourages him to pursue a
graduate degree in theatre. Having a bachelor's degree
in psychology and considering himself a "bit long in the
tooth" at 28 to apply for graduate programs in the United
States, David applies and is accepted for graduate study
in Great Britain.
Training in Britain was obviously an excitingtime for David. The acting training was secondto none, and the exposure to stage combat underthe tutelage of Fight Master Ian McKay was a
time of destiny that would forever change David's life.
"[Ian] was a Scotsman, through and through," reflects
Boushey. "This man commanded space. He gained my
respect immediately. He wouldn't take any crap and he
knew what he was talking about."
The first time David picked up a sword, it felt
perfectly natural. The intent and the fights flowed from
him as naturally as if he had studied for years. His
instructor recognized this innate ability and in less
than one semester,
Ian McKay had enlisted
David as his assistant. By the second
year, Ian was taking David on auditions and
choreography jobs with him. In fact, Ian McKay's
influence on David's life was to be so profound that
David named his son after him.
Upon returning to the States, David immediately
began work on his first professional choreography job:
Hamlet at the Seattle Repertory. Christopher Walken
was playing Hamlet, and some red-haired fellow named
Erik Fredricksen was playing Guildenstern. This show
marked the beginning of a life-long friendship between
Erik Fredricksen and David Boushey.
David's natural gifts for fight choreography immedi-
ately became apparent. "I always had a good mind for
spatial awareness, for things that are pleasing to the eye.
Sometimes I have wondered whether choreographers
are born ormade ... I think born, really." Apparently, the
show was fantastic and David's fights yielded critical
acclaim. "They were pretty good, I suppose; spatially
and aesthetically strong. It was such a strong cast you
could hardly go wrong ..."
David immediately left for the Oregon Shakespeare
Festival in Ashland where he was to act and fight direct
for two seasons. In fact, David has choreographed fights
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David Boushcy scrawls his name In cement as the newest Inductee Into
the Stuntman's Hall of Fame.
at nine of the country's Shakespeare festivals. It is
through this ongoing association that David has had
the opportunity to choreograph the entire canon of
Shakespeare's plays, an unmatched accomplishment for
an American choreographer.
"It was definitely a goal of mine. I didn't know when
in the hell I was going to do Titus Andronicus. [The]
Utah [Shakespeare Festival] finally did it in the 1990
season. I was lucky at Ashland to choreograph Henry
VI, parts 1, 2, and 3 in succession. Otherwise, they
might have been a long time coming. I knew that I had
done the vast majority of them, so I had the desire to
accomplish the rest; to be the first American to do all of
them. It took me 20 years. It's not easy!"
Among his choreographic accomplishments, David
lists 45 separate productions of Romeo and Juliet, 16
Hamlets, 13 Macbeths, and nine Cyranos (with a tenth
scheduled at PCPA in Santa Maria, California next
summer).
In 1977, frustrated with the lack of awareness among
directors and producers regarding stage combat and
safety, David decided to found an organization based on
the Society of British Fight Directors, and call it the
Society of American Fight Directors. He enlisted the
two finest fight choreographers and instructors that he
knew: Erik Fredricksen and Byron Jennings. Together,
they became the first three full member (fight masters)
of the SAFD.
"I wondered if this organization was ever going to do
anything and get anywhere beyond Washington state's
borders. I had no idea that it was going to grow to the
level that it is now. I just kept wondering whether I
wanted to commit that much time to an organization
that I didn't even know was going to be around in a year.
Byron, Erik and I started, and then Joe joined us after
about six months." David met Joseph Martinez in Oregon
where Joseph was studying weapons-making. Mutual
respect was apparent and Joseph came on board as the
fourth full member of the SAFD.
It wasn't easy in the early years. Like a new parent,
David had to nurse the young organization through
some rather critical times. Each potential roadblock,
once cleared, gave the Society new strength. Gaining
recognition from the Society of British Fight Directors,
beginning adjudications for actor/combatants, defining
the requirements for tests, setting annual meetings,
and starting annual workshops. As more hardworking
and caring people came along, the SAFD began to take
off "almost like a thing alive."
As anyone who has met David will attest, his char-
acteristics are quite distinctive. One need only visit a
theatre at which he has recently worked, or attend the
National Stage Combat Workshop to hear dozens of
David Boushey impersonations. And while the imper-
sonations are usually funny, they are always conducted
with great respect and love. David Boushey is a man
whose gruff and occasionally surly exterior merely hides
what we all know to be a warm, gentle and truly caring
man who holds great love and affection for this art form
and those who follow it.
Ithas been said that the true measure of someone'sworth is not necessarily in their words or deeds, butinstead, is reflected by the nature of their friends andwork associates. One need only look at the amazing
quality of the SAFD membership, past and present, to
realize that David Boushey is no ordinary man.
His accomplishments, his students, and his friends
pronounce that he is, indeed, "the Maestro."
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A comprehensive and profusely illustrated
monograph detailing a complete history
of these weapons.
SPECIAL PRICE - SAFD MEMBERS ONLY
$10.00
Send check or money order,





Battle Gear & Period Clothing
Unique 44 page, color catalog offers
accurate copies of original pieces. Includes
eye-popping choice of swords, daggers,
axes, spears, helmets & shields. Features
tunics, breeches, shirts, gauntlets, baldrics
& more. Covers Roman to Renaissance.
Affordable prices. Satisfaction guaranteed.
--- ----Seno$1~(J'O'ToraVeals suoscri'Ptlo-n-fci"ourcataJO-g.-----
REFUNDABLE on your first order.
Museum Replicas Limited
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o 067 Northern Italian Rapier
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..•..E~"'" by..J. Allen Suddeth
How such a thing ever got started •••
LATE IN 1978 I BEGAN TO STUDY FOR
the Society of British Fight Directors
fight test. I had heard of the "fight test,"
and I knew, of course, that British drama
schools had been "testing" drama students
for years. Little did I know that I would
test before my former teacher and mentor,
Mr. Patrick Crean. After weeks of study-
ing the routines, and setting a scene to
them, I appeared before Mr. Crean along
with my partner Mr. A. C. Weary.
Needless to say, I experienced the same
trauma and cold sweats
that so many students
have, before and since. It
is axiomatic of those early
days that a member of the
SAFD had to be tested by
the SBFD.
Although the British
Society had been testing
students in England for many years, they
also had begun testing in America, in
places like Southern Methodist University,
Carnegie-Mellon, and Juilliard. Shortly
after taking my test in New York, I dis-
covered that the newly-formed SAFD was
not yet testing in our own country. At that
time, I applied to SAFD President David
Boushey for permission to hold the first-
ever fight test adjudicated by the SAFD.
took the test that day, and 12 passed
with two students earning recommenda-
tion. Mr. Erik Fredricksen adjudicated
(see the Fight Master No.6, page 28).
Required Moves
In the January 1980 issue of the Fight
Master, I proposed to the membership at
large a suggested list of what was to
evolve into the compulsory moves. As I
look back over them now, they seem very
rudimentary; there were only four required
"It is axiomatic of those early days that
a member of the SAFD had to be
tested by the SBFD."
The First Fight Test
The first fight test took place in New
York City on July 14,1979. Twelve students
unarmed moves: one kick, one punch, one
flip, one knee (all masked). These were to
follow or precede 14 "single-armed rapier"
moves (which were later adapted for small-
sword, and rapier/dagger), and finally, five
rapier/dagger techniques.
At this time none of these techniques
were "required" at all, but were merely
suggestions as to choreography. I was
struggling to create a pattern for fight test
choreography which would include recog-
nized mainstream techniques, yet be neither
so free-form, nor so rigid or complicated as
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A Common Vocabulary
By May 1984, the SAFD had tested about
330 students around the country. Fight tests at
universities and drama schools became common,
and the Society of British Fight Directors had
formally withdrawn from testing in America.
In May 1984 the Fight Master published the
first modern list of compulsory techniques for





















but also to func-
tion as a guide
for the teachers
of stage combat.






among the various teachers around the country,
so that students and performers would under-
stand the nomenclature from different fight
directors and teachers as they moved or worked
in different areas of
the U.S. Recently, a
British fight master
cited this common
vocabulary as one of
the SAFD's greatest
strengths.
theatre tradition that we
in the United States have
inherited. At this writing,
weapons taught and tested by the SAFD number
six: unarmed, rapier and dagger, broadsword,
broadsword and shield, smallsword, and
quarterstaff.
At first glance, the compulsory techniques





























test as an inte-
gral part of their theatrical training programs.
Teachers have found the fight test to be a
standard to hold up to their students, and the
students have responded to its challenge in
Regan Forman and John Scheidler rehearse the unarmed portion
of their fight test at the 1991 NSCW.
"For some actors or students, passing a fight test
seeIns to be sOlneldnd of quest for the Holy Grail.
This is blowing the fight test way out of perspective."
Why those
weapons? Why those moves?
Fight masters are still occasionally asked
why we chose the particular weapons that we
did. Why not samurai sword or tai chi? Again,
we attempted to follow mainstream thought
concerning the most common forms of stage
combat; those that follow the western European
great number. I never thought that the testing
process would be so successful when I brought
the first 12 students up to be tested. The final
count is not yet in, but already the SAFD has
tested upwards of 3,000 performers during its
15 years.
For some actors or students, passing a
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YEARS fight test seems to besome kind of quest for
the Holy Grail. This is
blowing the fight test way out of perspective. It
is a test, after all, of a complex set of perfor-
mance and athletic skills, but it doesn't make
or break a career. I have seen tears, and angry
breaking of the furniture when a student does
not "pass" the test. Wherefore?
ActOJ;/combatantfight tests are here to stay.
They are the only benchmark in the training of
performers interested in this special skill. As a
teaching tool, the fight test is an invaluable goal
for your students to aim toward. As a student,
it is a step upon which you must trip, or else
o'er leap!
I believe that, just as we recently added
broadsword and shield compulsories to the list,
the SAFD officers will
continue to add new
and interesting weapon
forms for students to
master. I am proud to
have taken a part in the
creation of the SAFD
actor/combatant fight
test, and salute all
those students over the years, and especially in
the future, who take the fight test-whether
they pass or not. It is the process that is the
important thing!
•
SAFDPresident J. Allen Suddeth is proud that his students were
the first to take an SAFD fight test. Allen is a fight master and
teaches privately in New York City.
"[ can tell you, as SOlneone who has studied stage
combat all of my adult life, [ aln still a student;
still learning new skills ... "
In another culture, a few weeks, or even a
few months, of training would serve only as a
brief introduction to a single combat form, much
less three or more. I can tell you, as someone
who has studied stage combat all of my adult
life, I am still a student; still learning new
skills at the tender age of 39.
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Students rehearse with quarterstaffs in preparation for a forthcoming actor/combatant fight test. 
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aIling or flying
... it all depends
on how you
look at it. And
the extensive
preparation and train-
ing you put into it
beforehand. Here's a
look at one of the most
exciting, most exacting
skills in the theatre.



















A PAINTED INDIAN APPEARS AT THE TOP
of a cliff, shouts his war cry, and lets fly an
arrow. A settler's musket fires in response.
With a bloodcurdling scream, the savage
plummets to his death.
THE BASIC MECHANICS
When the actor playing the Indian appears,
he places one foot on the edge of the precipice so
that he only needs to bring the other foot to the
edge when ready. He shoots the arrow, gets
shot and grabs the wounded area. As he teeters
on the edge, he clears the bow behind him,
brings his foot into proper placement, marks his
spot on the mat and falls, screaming and
flailing all the way.
He must not hug the cliff wall too closely
while falling because there is an outcropping 15
feet below him along the course of this 25-foot
high fall. He cannot fall too far out or he'll
break his ankles and feet on the framing of the
tray hiding the fall pad.
This is the spectacle seen at the annual
outdoor drama, Tecumseh! in Chillocothe, Ohio.
High falls like this are one of the ingredients in
a show that can help advance the plot and add
to the the excitement of a theater experience.
A high fall is a fall from any structure by an
actor or stuntman into various forms of padding
or water. Most falls in live theatre are about 20
to 25 feet in height, and are designed by a stunt
coordinator. His job is to create stunts that can
safely be done ten out of ten times. Unlike film,
where a stuntman can perform the stunt
doubling for an actor, live shows are done by
actor/combatants who do the tricks themselves.
If they get injured, the show may go down.
There are a few basic falls that can be done
in various ways. You can fall feet first, head
first or back first. You can tumble over a rail,
miss the rail, or go through the rail. You can
even fall into water!
WATER FALLS
The water fall at Tecumseh! is a lot of fun.
It is only about 19 feet high. You' can fall in a
very awkward-looking manner and still not hurt
yourself. But be sure to get your head above water
before the water mortars go offor you may sustain
ear damage. The stunt coordinator and the pyro-
technicians time the explosions so that the
stuntman has time to clear from under water.
High falls, even into water, can be dangerous.
The highest water fall that I have done was
a 40-foot fall into the Caribbean Ocean. I was
stunt coordinator for a company David Leong
and I put together called Action Adventure Inter-
n!ltional. We performed for The International
Pirates' Festival on Grand Cayman Island,
British West Indies.
TAKING THE PLUNGE _________ _ 
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A fellow stuntman and I were to be
blown off the top rigging of a pirate ship.
We had to have a crane stack up huge
shipping crates for our fall platform. We
climbed the structure to plan our falls,
calculating wind speed, height, and
trajectory. I had put a great .deal. of
thought into this fall-I could Imagme
myself doing it as clearly as if I were
viewing a video tape.
I jumped up before going down to
keep my trajectory downward rather
than outward. I traveled with my belly
leading flailing arms and legs all the, ,
way. As I approached the water s
surface, I contracted my stomach to
bring my upper body over for a head-
first entry. My arms were slightly bent
and locked out over my head as my
hands ripped the surface tension of the
water. If your arms are loose, the water
will push your hands into your face. I
had done my practice fall and was ready
for the show. Not so for my fall partner.
He made one critical mistake.
very relaxed. The actor constantly
rehearses the stunt in a calm physical
state so that he automatically returns
to th~t state in performance. There is
nothing else on his mind: no agents, no
Mom, no girlfriend. He (or she) thinks of
nothing but relaxing into the magic of
flying ...
For rehearsal time, I usually ask for
a nine-day training period for falls.
Rehearsals are an hour-and-
a-half to two-and-a-half hours
per day. Falls are very stress-
ful on the body and, for that
reason, all fall rehearsals
should be restricted to short
periods of time. .
Fear is caused by the
unknown. The actor does
not know how he is going to
safely fall off a building. I
use a step-by-step process
that enables the actor to see himself
performing the fall. He understands
each step upward and accumulates an
understanding and trust of the whole
stunt.
START AT THE BOTTOM
Add one variable at a time. Don't go
directly to the top of the building. Begin
just standing on the mat. Students learn
what part of the body to land on and in
what manner. Then they work from a
platform a few feet above the pad until
this level is comfortable.
Next, advance to a platform that is
four to five feet above the pad. Watch for
movements like twisting or pushing with
the feet that would make the landing
dangerous. Correct these movements
before moving on.
One's take-off from the building and
the way one travels in the air or "flies"
determines how the stuntman will land.
('Thumust pay great attention to
... every step of every roll and fall,
whatever the size and danger ... JJ
He had his mind on who was out
there watching and what they would
think of his performance. On one fall, he
did a 40-foot belly flop. His legs were pur-
ple with bruises. Next, he over-rotated
and landed on his back, cracking a
vertebra. An otherwise good stuntman
fell victim to split focus.
You must pay great attention to
every landing and every step of every
roll and fall, whatever the size and
danger, to be consistently safe and
injury-free.
REHEARSE, REHEARSE
The goal of a stuntman is to look out
of control while calmly executing the
stunt. I instill confidence in my trainees
with simple principles that achieve
these goals.
If you rehearse with tension in your
body that tension becomes part of your
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Continue adding variables and
height. Separate the action of being
shot, the teeter on the edge, the
vocal, and the fall as individual
units. Then, gradually merge them.
Become comfortable with all of
these elements before adding flails.
firm grasp on the slide-for-life bar (a
mechanism allowing an actor to sail
out and downward through the air
hanging by a bar or pulley device)
before flinging yourself into space.
Flinging one's self from a build-
ing takes a special kind of person.
"He teeters on the edge of the building, listing
forward, backward, then forward and off. In
reality, the person is checking that his fall pad
is clear of obstacles, that his feet are in the right
place and he is marking his spot on the padS."
Flailing helps you look out of
control, while remaining relaxed.
Many high falls are performed with
the body stiff, no flailing. This looks
like the person was killed prior to
falling-shot in the brain and unable
to move a muscle. I'd rather assume
that, even if the victim is severely
wounded, he still doesn't want to
fall and will resist it with all of his
being. Practice flailing the arms first.
Flailing the legs is a lot harder.
Think of your arms and legs like
ballasts. The way you move your
"ballasts" in the air determines your
flight pattern. Failing too strongly
with one arm more than the other
will cause your body to twist, go off
course and risk a bad landing.
TEETERING ON THE BRINK
I generally build a short "teeter"
section into the stunt that looks like
the person is trying not to fall. He
teeters on the edge of the building
listing forward, backward then for-
ward and off. In reality, the person
is checking that his fall pad is clear
of obstacles, that his feet are in the
right place and he is marking his
spot on the pads.
These sections of filler should be
added prior to any stunt to provide
the time to check that you have
gripped the proper place on the rope
for a rope swing, or that you have a
He (or she-just change pronouns
where appropriate) must be comfor-
table with his body, agile, and
physically fit. Most importantly, he
must be a good student who listens
well and can follow directions.
Stunts are dangerous. Daredevils
and egotistical people often hurt
themselves and others because they
won't listen and don't take the
dangers seriously. I need to be able to
trust actors to watch out for them-
selves and for each other's safety.
Actors over six feet tall are not
usually cast to do high falls. Tall
people have more height and weight
to deal with and always fall further
out from the building than short
people because of physics. Of course,
there are excellent tall stuntmen. I
trained a 6' 3" man to do a 25-foot
high fall in nine days. He had never
fallen before taking the stunt
workshop at the Celebration Barn
Theater in South Paris, Maine.
Women's costumes can pose a
problem if they are asked to do a
parachute fall, which travels feet
first, and may blow up their skirt,
obstructing their view of the pads.
The faller must be able to see the
pads for the entire fall.
PADDING A FALL
Padding a fall is determined by
the fall distance, the weight and
height of the faller, the frequency and
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number of falls and the trajectory of
the stunt. If the person is traveling
on a diagonal to do a 1800 pivot (he
falls chest first, then pivots onto his
back) or if he is doing a slide-for-life,
pads need to be longer than they do
for a fall that travels straight down.
Some shows perform once a day,
others require as many as nine perfor-
mances a day, like the Western Stunt
Show at King's Dominion in Virginia.
In the two years that I was there, I
did over 1,600 high falls. Cumulative
bruises are the issue here. Use extra
padding if you are doing a long run.
You can make your own pads.
Foam sheets often measure 4' x 8'
and are 4" thick. You can size them
to fit your needs. Use as many full
sheets as possible, alternating the
cracks on each layer so you don't
create holes through which to plunge.
Cover these pads with firm material.
Now make huge soft "pillows" to
cover the base pads. Construct a bag
from a loosely woven material. The
bag should be as large as the base
pad. You can also make two smaller
more maneuverable bags to cover the
same area. Next, cut up foam cubes
measuring about 10"x 6"x 4". Fill the
bags about 3/4 full with the foam
cubes. Don't overstuff them. Fluff
your "pillows" before each show so
that the center area has the highest
padding and there is maximum
amount of air between the cubes.
PADDING SOURCES
Major hardware stores, millinery
supply stores and bedding manufac-
turers are good sources to check for
foam sheets. However, they are
expensive. Research local high
schools, colleges and gymnastic
academies to tent or borrow pads.





The final test for correct padding
is determined by your body. As you
practice your falls, going higher and
higher, doing your research on
when to rotate and how to land, you
will know if you have enough pads.
Pain is a great teacher. If the falls
hurt, add padding.
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STRUCTURALCONSIDERATIONS
Too often stunts must be performed on structures
that were not made with stunts in mind. There are too
many obstacles, not enough room between structures
for safe falls, unpadded water troughs that are made
of cement and are too shallow, or platforms that are
not structurally sound enough to support action.
Directors should get the stunt coordinator, fight
director, set designer and technical director together
as soon as possible, Anticipate problems rather than
being forced to add to the budget after a set is up.
The set for Comedy of Errors at the Delacorte
Theater in New York (New York Shakespeare Festival
1992) required extensive planning and structuring in
order to support a slide-for-life as well as a two-man
cantilever stunt (An actor jumps down holding a rope
or curtain rigged on a pulley. His weight propels the
actor on the opposite end up into the air).
Consider padding troughs or other dangerous
obstacles, add hand holds for extra safety. If you are
performing outdoors, check that surfaces have good
traction for rain shows. Keep obstructions like trees,
bushes or outcroppings out ofthe path offalls.
HIDING THE TRICKS
Hide your tricks. A slide-for-life mechanism could
be disguised as a clothesline with underwear conceal-
ing the slide bar, or the bar could look like part of a
flag that rips as the actor tries to keep from falling.
Plan for breakaway rails. Hide the fall pad behind a
wall or tent or stack of straw. Many pads are sunk
into the set to give the fall greater distance.
Outdoor fall pits need to have a drainage system
to keep the pads dry. Wet pads become dense and
hard. Dig the pit to accommodate the pads, put slag
in the pits with 5" conduit laid in to drain off the
water. Lay a few boards on the slag to keep the pads
dryer. Cover the pads nightly or remove and store
them in a dry place if it rains.
Tecumseh! uses a sliding fall tray that is masked
behind a rock facade. The tray can be pulled in and
under cover whenever it is not needed.
Indoor shows or any show that requires lighting
must light the fall pad. Be sure the lights do not shine
in the eyes ofthe actor. He needs to see the pad clearly.
When designing the slide-for-life at the New York
Shakespeare Festival, I positioned the pad 12 feet
below and directly behind a wall offstage right. A drop
light (a half-covered lamp) was used to shed light on
the pad without blinding the oncoming actor.
Dromio slid down a 50-foot span of rope and
dropped out of sight with a crash as a school of fish
and sea spray flew in the air in response to his plunge.
Perfect! I love it when a plan comes together .
•
lill'Nood Harcum hasd one over 2,500 high falls over the course of ten years,
suffering a total of two bruises. He's been stunt coordinator for Tecumseh!,
Hatfields and McCoys, Taft Attractions, the New York Shakespeare Festival,
and at the Public Theatre. He is the author of a manual entitled "Falling from
Tall Buildings with a Single Bound:
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THE JOB OF FIGHT CAPrAIN IS ONE
of those all too often misunderstood jobs
in the theatre. Actors' Equity publishes
a two-page document on the duties of the
dance captain but most contracts barely
mention the fight captain.
Certainly the dance captain is a vital
part of a production of A Chorus Line,
but the fight captain is equally vital to a
production ofRomeo and Juliet. It is also
a demanding, and difficult job which
rarely gets the recognition it deserves.
Like a dance captain, a fight captain
assists the fight choreographer during
rehearsals, and when the fight choreo-
grapher is not there, the fight captain is
responsible for the safety of the actors in
relation to the fights.
Fight choreographers have individual
styles of working and, depending on the
demands of the show, the extent of the
fight captain's involvement will vary.
However, if you accept the position of
fight captain, you should be prepared to
perform the following duties.
1. Be at the fight director's disposal to
help with the creation of fight choreo-
graphy, and to notate all fights.
2. Attend all fight rehearsals.
3. Oversee any rehearsal involving the
fights, when the choreographer is not
present.
4. Run the pre-show fight call.
5. Monitor all performances to ensure
that the choreography is not altered
or adjusted, particularly with regard
to creating a safety problem.
6. Check the weapons to see that they
are being maintained.
7. Oversee understudy fight rehearsals.
8. Make adjustments in the fight choreo-
graphy if the situation demands it.
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This is a very big job with very little
payoff. Let's take the duties one by one.
W There should be a stage managerat all rehearsals to notate fightchoreography, but if that's not
the case, it's your job. The fight
director will show you how he or she
wants it notated. Make sure that both
you and the stage manager have a copy
of the notated fight, and that it is updated
as the choreographer makes adjustments
in rehearsal.
Noone expects you to choreograph,
but the choreographer may wish to try
out some moves with you and on you to
see how they play. This works out to be
extra rehearsal time for you and those
hours should have a place in the regular
rehearsal schedule.
\!) You will attend all fight rehearsals.» This is essential because you mustknow every move in every fight,
and what the fight director's intent
is. This doesn't mean that you have to be
able to perform every fight, but how can
you possibly teach a fight to a replacement
or an understudy if you don't know it?
Remember, the choreographer departs
after opening night; you're on duty until
closing night.
\!lWhen the choreographer is not~ present, you are in charge. Thechoreographer will usually give
you instructions as to what he
wants done, but it is up to you to carry
it out. Tell the actors at what speed the
fight is to be rehearsed, if the fight is to
be run, and when.
Some actors don't like taking orders
or notes from a fellow actor, no matter
what his "title" is. Don't fight it! If this
occurs, let the stage manager give the
orders and notes. The stage manager is
a natural authority figure and the fight
captain's best friend. Work together-
you need each other .
\!1Every show that has a fight must•• have a fight call 15 minutes priorto half hour. The fight call is not
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a rehearsal. If a fight has developed
a problem that needs to be worked,
you need to call a separate rehearsal.
General notes and reminders can be
given at fight call. Each fight must
be run at half speed on the stage. If
there is time, you may do fights at
three-quarters speed. Never let the
actors fight full out at the fight call.
You are flirting with disaster and
tiring your lead unnecessarily.
Work out the order of the fight
call with the stage manager. Take
into consideration any makeup and
preparation demands of the actors.
Once the order is set, stick to it so
the actors can plan their preparation.
Be organized and start on time. If
actors are late or don't show up for
fight call, let the stage manager deal
with it. Don't waste your time trying
to be a disciplinarian. You have no
power and therefore no authority.
rfI If you are not in the fight,\..=:.I then by all means you need
to watch, but quite often you
are in the fight. If this is the case,
the stage manager must watch the
fight for changes or inconsistencies.
Warning: when you are fighting,
never try to watch the fight as fight
captain, even ifit is a one-on-one. If
you are watching or analyzing your
partner, you are stepping out of the
fight and not giving 100% as a perfor-
mer, cheating your partner and the
audience. You must work closely with
the stage manager in this situation.
Find out in rehearsal where problem
spots are, what the moments of dan-
ger are and show the stage manager.
The fight director will help with this.
In performance you must rely
on the stage manager's eye and the
comments of the actors. Talk to both
daily and be on the lookout for any
alterations or adjustments. Even the
most innocent,well-meant adjustment
could destroy the illusion or create a
potential moment of danger. Remem-
ber, your task is to maintain the
integrity of the fight choreography,
as the fight director intended it-
not create your own version.
~
Weapons maintenance varies
from theater to theater. Some-
times it is the responsibility
of the actors, sometimes props will
• ••• •• • ••• • ••• •• • •• • •• •• ••
do it,
and some-
times you will. No
matter whose job it is, it
is your job to make sure it gets done.
Check weapons as a regular part of
your pre-show routine, making sure
that they are properly maintained.
For swords, check that the pommels
are all tight. Swords must be cleaned
and maintained at least once a week.
If steel weapons come in contact with
moisture, water, sweat, or even high
humidity, they may need daily clean-
ing and oiling.
Remember the Tin Man in Oz?
Don't get caught without your oil
can. Oil is essential to prevent rust.
Rust is a major enemy to steel. Not
only does it make the steel ugly and
messy, it destroys its strength. Check
the surface of the weaspon for burrs;
they need to be filed off and welds
need to be examined for cracks. Grips
and handles also need to be checked
for cracks and loose wrapping.
W You are responsible for makingsure understudies are taughttheir fight choreography. In a
production of Romeo and Juliet,
either you or Tybalt's understudy
will have to work on the fight with
Romeo's understudy since principle
performers are not called to under-
study rehearsals.
For this reason, you really cannot
expect an understudy to go on and
perform a fight up to speed with the
principle at a moment's notice. Stage
combat depends on teamwork, trust,
and timing. Even when both people
know the choreography, it takes
hours of rehearsal to develop the
partnering necessary to be able to
perform a fight safely, consistently,
and up to speed.
fiI In the event of an understudyt.::.I going on, cast replacements,
injures, or illness, it may be
necessary to alter the choreography.
First, call the choreographer and
ask for recommendations. If there is
o
no , Itime \~ I
for that, it 0 '"is your call, but ,
take my advice and edit. , ,
Take out the problem -; -
phrases. Do just the first -=-'"
and the last phrase, or 'J
just the last phrase. L \
Unless you're an expe- _ •
rienced fight director, ~ "'"
never re-choreograph. 'I I
If you choreograph •••.•
the move, you are iff \ r""
liable for any E I
injury incurred! " ,
executing that : •
move. And you \ ,
aren't getting ,
paid enough ~
for that. "'" I
One final ,
bit of advice. ,
Every show §
containing / 1\a fight _ \ I
needs a ,
fight •••••••





needs a fight captain L
may not have someone I
in the cast who is quali-
fied to fulfill all of these duties. If you
are named fight captain, be honest.
Don't claim to know more than you
do. You are dealing with people's
safety, and no one wants to see an
injury. Theater is all about
teamwork; everyone wants a safe,
successful production. Just don't
bite offmore than you can chew.
•
Fight Master Richard Raether logged plenty of hours
as a fight captain in his days as an actor/combatant.
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with Leopold Stokowski, Basil
Rathbone once said, "We all need
heroes. If I have advanced in my
own work, I owe a great deal of
any success I have had to those
who have inspired my life, and-
unconsciously perhaps-imposed their
standards on me." Rathbone has long
been a hero of mine. This centennial of
his birth is a happy moment to remem-
ber his skill and versatility as an actor,
and his inspiring passion for his craft.
Rathbone is most often remembered
for only a few of his Hollywood roles: his
swashbuckling villains and-to his
dismay-Sherlock Holmes. In truth he
was a classically trained actor whose
career on stage and screen spanned half
a century, both here and in England. His
artistic root was the classical English
stage of the nineteenth century, and his
early mentors have become mythic figures to
us now: Mrs. Patrick Campbell, Sir Frank
Benson, and Mrs. Kendal. He began performing
at Stratford at the age of 19, and six years later
had played 40 roles in 20 of Shakespeare's plays .
By the time Basil Rathbone died in 1967, he'd
become a Broadway star and one of the highest-
paid character actors in Hollywood.
BEGINNINGS
Philip St. John Basil Rathbone
was born June 13, 1892 in
Johannesburg, South
Africa, but spent
most of his child-
hood in England.
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but he took care not to brand
himself an odd fish by showing his
passion for such intellectual and
artistic pursuits. Instead he




When he graduated in 1910,
Basil announced to his parents that
he was going to become an actor.
Though the Rathbones had been
patrons of the arts for generations,
and Basil's grandfather and great
uncle were friends of Henry Irving
and Ellen Terry, Basil's parents
were not pleased.
The Rathbones were an eminent
and respectable family. On his
mother's side Basil was a descendent
of Henry Bolingbroke, England's
King Henry IV. A Rathbone fought
in the Confederate cavalry during
the Civil War, and a Major Rathbone
was wounded in Lincoln's box at
Ford's Theatre the night the President
was murdered. Basil's cousin Eleanor
Rathbone was the first woman ever
elected to British Parliament.
However, another cousin, the
actor/manager Sir Frank Benson, was
the first director of the Shakespeare
Memorial Company at Stratford,
which eventually became the Royal
Shakespeare Company. But one
artist in the family was enough, and
Basil's parents insisted he spend a
year as a clerk in a London insurance
office before committing himself to a
career in the theatre. Basil accepted
the compromise, but spent as much
of that year as he could hiding out
in the attic of the office building,
secretly rehearsing Shakespeare.
A MEMORABLE AUDITION
On the day his clerical servitude
ended, Basil left the office and went
straight to his eminent cousin, Sir
Frank Benson. Basil auditioned for
him with an entire scene from The
Merchant of Venice, playing all the
parts in different voices, but Benson
gave him his break anyway. That
year Basil toured England playing
four Shakespearean "second leads,"
and got his first training in acting,
fencing, and verse.
At Stratford Basil met Marion
Foreman, played opposite her as
Silvius in As You Like It and Lorenzo
in Merchant of Venice, and fell in
love with her. Basil was always
prone to adoration at first sight. His
memoirs tell-discreetly-of several
of his passions, beginning with a
tiny child dressed as a fairy queen
whom Basil met at a Christmas
party when he was ten years old. A
French peasant girl floored Captain
Rathbone in 1918. He declaimed
Shakespeare's sonnets to her, and
tried to climb up to her bedroom in
the middle of the night, only to find
he'd miscalculated and crawled
through the window of her ferocious
and suspicious mother.
Lonely, broke, and depressed,
Basil actually kissed his telephone
when W.H. Savery, the new manager
of the Stratford Festival, caned to
offer him four roles for the autumn
season, at five pounds a week. That
year Basil played Cassius in Julius
Caesar, Florizel in The Winter's Tale,
Ferdinand in The Tempest, and-
best of all-his favorite Shakespearean
role,Romeo.This led to roles in London
opposite Mrs. Patrick Campbell
(who affectionately referred to Basil
as, "that young actor with a face
like two profiles stuck together,")
and Constance Collier, both great
stage stars of the time.
"Hedeclaimed Shakespeare's sonnets to her and
tried to climb up to her bedroom in the middle of
the night, only to find he'd ... crawled through
the window of her ferocious and suspicious mother."
Basil and Marion were married
in 1914, and less than a year later
Basil went off to war in France.
PLAYING A TREE
His memoirs describe some of
his adventures as a young officer in
the Liverpool Scottish Regiment. In
1918, he devised a scheme for
disguising himself as a clump of
foliage and crawling across no man's
land to the (krman trenches, where
he gathered information about
enemy machine gun positions. He
did this several times before he was
spotted, and had to run for his life
through minefields and barbed
wire, dodging enemy fire.
Basil dismissed his war heroics
years later, remarking, "I have not
since been called on to playa tree."
By the end of 1918, he'd been
awarded the Military Cross, but his
marriage was falling apart, and his
mother and brother were dead. Like
so many soldiers in the Great War,
Basil returned to civilian life to find
the world an alien, frightening place.
These legendary ladies lectured
Basil on technique, and occasionally
bewildered him with their grand
eccentricities. "There was magic in
her madness," Basil wrote of Mrs.
Campbell. "I owe a deep debt of
gratitude for those days ... during
which I gained such valuable
experience."
THE TOAST OF LONDON
In the summer of 1920, Basil
played opposite Mrs. Campbell in
the West End in Madame Sand, a
play about the romance between
(korge Sand and the poet Alfred de
Musset. It was a great success, and
at the age of twenty-eight, Basil
was the toast of London.
By now he was an accomplished
actor. He'd continued to train in
verse, period dance, and ballet, and
he attended the Salle d'Armes of
Felix Rave and Leon Bertrand. By
1930 he was the most technically
brilliant fencer ever to have worked
in Hollywood. His skill gave him his
wonderful air of dangerousness and
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brilliant fencer ever to have worked 
in olly ood. is skill gave hi  his 
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arrogant precision on screen.
In 1921, Basil sailed aboard the
S.S. Olympic to make his Broadway
debut in The Czarina, a comedy
about Catherine the Great. A year
later he returned to New York to star
in The Swan with Eva Le Gallienne.
"It was probably the most memorable
play of my life," Basil later wrote. "I
loved it passionately-and it made
me a star in America. But above all,
it was during The Swan that I met
Ouida."
OUIDA BERGERE
Ouida Bergere was then the top
script writer at Paramount Studios.
Basil met her briefly at a party dur-
ing the run of The Swan. He thought
her lovely, but he was surprised
love for Ouida that lured him away
from the London stage, or it may
have been his liking for America. "I
am a born enthusiast," he said in a
1936 interview, "but I found that
enthusiasm, generally speaking, is
bad manners in England. I couldn't
stand the conventional British chill."
Whatever the reason, in the
late twenties Basil began to turn
away from the world of English
theatre that had sustained him
thus far. "I am a frustrated writer,"
he wrote many years later. "Add to
a frustrated writer a frustrated
musician, and most surely you will
end up a frustrated actor. I am all
three."
This frustration began during the












movies, but Romeo and Laertes had
given way to less inspiring roles.
If he had stayed in England,
where his type of technical prowess
counted for more, he might have had
a lifelong stage career of more rich-
ness and stability than he was able
to do in the United States. And he
was angered by the commercialism
of the American entertainment
industry, especially after the advent
of television. But if he ever considered
returning to England, he never said
so publicly. England's loss was
Hollywood's gain, and Basil brought
skill and elegance to even his least
glorious screen performances.
By 1930, talkies had created a
demand in the film industry for actors
with trained voices. In that year
alone, Basil played seven Hollywood
romantic leads, including the Duke of
Warrington in The Lady of Scandal
and the rake Carl Voudry in A Lady
Surrenders. He returned to New York
in 1932, when Katherine Cornell, one
of the greatest of American stage
stars, asked him to play opposite
"Add to a frustrated writer, a frustrated
musician, and most surely you will end
up a frustrated actor. I am all three."
when she immediately invited him
to join a weekend party at her house
on Long Island. Little did he know
she'd seen him the year before in
The Czarina, and was already
determined to marry him.
Ouida was to be Basil's closest
friend, strongest support, and great-
est love for the rest of his life. She
was a strong, independent woman.
Though she was attracted to Basil's
sensitive personality, she taught him
that, "you are as important as you
make yourself; that you must have
respect for yourself or no one will
respect you; that an actor, particu-
larly, must be aggressive," as Basil
later described it. After that first
weekend, Basil sent Ouida two dozen
of his favorite red roses, and a copy
of Elizabeth Barrett's sonnet: "I love
thee with the breath/Smiles, tears
of all my life!-and, if God choose/I
shall but love thee better after death."
They were married in 1926.
After the success of The Swan,
Basil continued to perform on
Broadway. It may have been his
her in three plays on a seven month
national tour.
In the days before regional
theatre existed, many stage stars
toured regularly to large and small
towns throughout the country,
performing plays in repertory.
Rathbone and Cornell were a hit in
The Barretts of Wimpole Street,
Shaw's Candida, and especially in
Romeo and Juliet, which they took
to Broadway two years later.
By now Basil had played Romeo
in over five hundred performances,
beginning with a Stratford produc-
tion in 1919. As he prepared to play
the part for the last time, he "became
edgy and restless," (he later wrote).
"I must say goodbye now to a whole
phase of my professional life. From
juveniles to real character roles-I
was ready. I was a skilled swordsman,
I could sing, I could dance-I was a
well-trained actor with considerable
experience. All my professional life I
had earnestly been building to this
moment." And up until that moment,
Basil seems to have envisioned a
lifelong career on the stage.
MAKING HIS MARK AS A VILLAIN
Then in 1934, Basil was offered
the film role that was to define his
place in Hollywood forever after-
that of the wicked Mr. Murdstone
in Selznick's David Copperfield.
Basil's performance brought him
movie stardom and more lucrative
film contracts, but deprived him of
the freedom to display his
versatility as he had on the stage.
As soon as David Copperfield
was finished, Basil was cast opposite
Greta Garbo in Anna Karenina. Film
offers began pouring in so fast that
the Rathbones decided to move
permanently to Los Angeles.
SEnLiNG IN HOLLYWOOD
As her husband's manager,
Ouida Rathbone soon achieved her
goal of raising Basil's salary to five
thousand dollars per week-a
fortune at the time. The couple rented
a large house on Los Feliz Boulevard,
which became a romantic retreat
for them. They read poetry to each
other, listened to Brahms (Basil's
favorite composer), and adopted a
nearly endless stream of dogs, which
gant i ion  . 
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they both loved. Basil later wrote, "I
was the despair of the studio's pub-
licity department because I would
not dine out with the starlets or get
into some kind oftrouble."
The Rathbones became known
for throwing the biggest, most lavish
parties in Hollywood. From the late
thirties through the mid-forties,
Ouida spent thousands of dollars
every month on these legendary
bashes. Regular guests were Ronald
Coleman, Max Reinhardt, Charles
Boyer, Nigel Bruce, Norma Shearer,
Douglas Fairbanks Jr., Laurence
Olivier, Mary Pickford-nearly
every Hollywood legend of the day.
A "PERFECT DEVIL OF A TYBALT"
Basil was one of the busiest
actors in Hollywoodduring the 1930s.
He worked with Fred Cavens, whom
he respected as, "the greatest
swordsman of them all," on George
Cukor's Romeo and Juliet.
Basil won an Academy Award
nomination for his "perfect devil of
a Tybalt," as one critic described it.
He appeared in Confession with
Kay Francis, A Tale of Two Cities
with Ronald Coleman, Love From A
Stranger, Loyalties, The Adventures
of Marco Polo, and many other
films, often playing the villain.
Hollywood's casting procedures
frustrated him. "We should throw
out all the 'heroes,' 'heroines,' and
'heavies,'" he argued in a 1936
interview, "and have nothing but
characters. And all characters
should be kaleidoscopic. Mter all,
we're trying to work out the complete
reproduction of life on the screen.
But as things are now, they buy
personalities and not acting. This
business is full of personalities.
Personalities come and go; good
actors remain."
A GALLERY OF CLASSIC ROGUES
But some of Basil's bad guys
were truly wonderful-Sir Guy in
The Adventures of Robin Hood,
Levasseur in Captain Blood, Esteban
Pasquale in The Mark of Zorro. And
some of his best performances during
the thirties were in sympathetic
roles, like Major Brand in Dawn
Patrol, Randolph in The Sun Never
Sets, and the hunchback Louis XI in
If I Were King, for which he received
his second 0scar nomination.
Fans who knew Basil only from
his movie roles would have been
surprised to learn what a romantic,
emotional man he was. He was seen
at dawn one winter morning, gazing
up at the Lincoln Memorial with
tears in his eyes. He sometimes sat
up all night listening to Brahms, or
ecstatically conducted Beethoven in
the privacy of his living room. He
loved good food, and would often
stop filming for a few minutes in
the afternoons and serve cast and
crew a sumptuous tea.
In 1939, Basil was cast for the
first time as Sherlock Holmes. The
fourteen thrillers he eventually made
had nothing to do with the original
Legendary film fight director Fred Cavens works with Basil Rathbone on the rapier/dagger fight in
Romeo and Juliet, directed by George Cukor. Photo courtesy of Culver Pictures, Inc.
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character or stories. They were essen-
tially war propaganda, and, though
Basil was dedicated to working for
the war effort in other ways, he
found the Holmes character tedious
and the resulting typecasting
maddening. In 1946, he finally fled
back to New York in hopes of going
back on the stage.
THEH£lRESS
But the Holmes image followed
him, and a year passed before he
was offered a really good role in an
exciting play. In the spring of 1947,
director Jed Harris cast him opposite
Wendy Hiller in The Heiress, a play
based on the Henry James novel,
Washington Square. Basil won a
Tony for his performance as the
cruel Dr. Sloper. "He was a difficult,
complex man, " Basil wrote. "He
fascinated me, and I believed he
would open up a whole new profes-
sional life for me." The play ran for
over a year on Broadway before
going on tour.
Basil had been performing with
Cecil B. DeMille's Lux Radio Theatre
since the late thirties. During the
fifties he added live television drama,
and began looking for other ways to
escape the confines of Hollywood
typecasting. In 1950 he appeared
with the Philadelphia Orchestra to
narrate Alexander Steinert's
symphonic poem of Oscar Wilde's
story, The Nightingale and the
Rose. He played Cassius in Julius
Caesar in New York, and appeared
in several more Broadway plays,
including a successful revival of The
Heiress.
THE COURT lESTER
In 1955he returned to Hollywood
to film The Court Jester, with Danny
Kaye. "Danny is a prodigious worker,"
Basil wrote in his memoirs, "with
an aptitude for assimilating and
perfecting anything he decides to
accomplish. In The Court Jester we
had to fight a duel together with
saber. I don't care much for saber
but had had instruction in this
weapon during my long association
with all manner of swords. OUf
instructor was Ralph Faulkner, a
well-known swordsman on the Coast
who had specialized in saber.
"After a couple of weeks of
instruction, Danny Kaye could com-
pletely outfight me! Even granting
the difference in our ages, his
reflexes were incredibly fast, and
nothing had to be shown or explained
to him a second time. He told me
that his mind worked like a camera
that took perfect pictures, and that
he had a very keen sense of mime.
Hear or see anything just once, and
he could imitate it without the
slightest effort."
Basil never again made his home
in Hollywood. For the rest of his life,
though still hobbled by typecasting,
he was busy on Broadway and in
summer stock and television drama.
He toured the country with his one
man show, An Evening With Basil
Rathbone, which included selections
from Dylan Thomas, Shakespeare,
Poe, and Shelley.
Most of the movies he made in
these years were unmemorable. A
few, like The Last Hurrah with
Spencer Tracy, were excellent.
Another success was his performance,
first as Mr. Zuss and then as the
devilish Nickles, in the Broadway
production of Archibald MacLeish's
play about Job, J.B.
"A THOROUGHLY NICE GUY"
When Basil Rathbone first
stepped on stage at Stratford in
1911, Sir Herbert Beerbohm Tree,
Sarah Bernhardt, and Ellen Terry
were still great forces in European
theatre. Oscar Wilde had been dead
for just over ten years, Sir Henry
Irving for six. There's something
authentic about Rathbone's aristo-
cratic elan on screen, as though he
were spiritually akin to the grand
style stage actors of the last century.
He carried something of their era
and their panache across the Atlantic
to Broadway and Hollywood. Happy
one hundredth birthday to the
gentleman Douglas Fairbanks Jr.
called, "charming, intelligent,
gentle, and a thoroughly nice guy."
•
Elizabeth Shipley is an SAFDmember and a
certified actor/combatant as a direct result of
watching The Adventures of Robin Hood
dozens of times in childhood.
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director of New York's
Public Theatre, a fight
master expands on his
approach to his task.
In his case, the fight





you work on a production your title
varies, depending on your relationship
with the director and the temperament
you bring to the assignment. Could you
describe what some of those titles are
and what they mean to you?
A. About five years ago, I started to
become aware that what was required of
me was different in every job and it
changed depending upon the nature of
the playI was working on.
If it was a contemporary play, for
example, I realized that I often wasn't
staging an actual fight. So I thought,
"Okay, what I'm doing is creating violence.
The title 'Fight Director' is inappropriate
so I'll refer to myself as 'Violence Coordi-
nator' or 'Director of Violence.' "
The spectrum of titles that I've
used ranges from "Fight Coach" to
"Fight Director," and with titles
such as "Fencing Coach," "Violence
Director," "Acrobatics Director,"
"Director of Physical Comedy,"
"Slapstick Coach" and "Movement
Director" in between.
The reason I avoid the term
"Fight Choreographer" is because
the word "choreography" brings to
mind the notion of a group of
people executing the same
movements to a prearranged piece
of music. A choreographer comes in
and sets the movements which are
repeated the exact same way night
after night.
If you agree with me that that's
choreography, then what we do in the
fight business is not that at all. The
movements are the same each time the
fight is performed, but there are acting
beats in between that must be played. A
movement only exists because there's
been an inner thought, and
with that inner thought is
an intention that triggers
the impulse to perform a
particular movement.
A fight doesn't happen unless some-
thing happens inside you beforehand. I
always design the acting beats first, and
then I look for the shortest route between
each acting beat. The actual swordplay,
the specific movements or punches are
what I use to connect the acting beats.
The audience doesn't care' about fancy-
looking moves, they're interested in what
people do to each other.
Q. You used the term "design" just now,
and I've heard you refer to yourself as a
member of the design team when working
on a production. Could you
elaborate on this idea of
the fight director as
designer?
A bleeding Soranzo is cradled by his servant Vasques, in the
Goodman Theatre's production of tis Pity She's a Whore.
AN INTERVIEW WITH DAV ID LEONG~-------------
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A. I see the moment in a play where
it says, "They fight." as an integral
part of the show as a whole. A fight
has its own visual elements which
have to be woven into the overall
design concept of the production.
However short or long a fight may
be, I analyze it from the viewpoint
of shape, line, form, mass, flow and
weight. And I study the designers'
work. The way the costume and set
designer shape their space informs
the way I create, or "sculpt," my space.
A designer conceptualizes ideas;
there's a technical director who
actually executes the design. The
last few years I've often been able
to have an assistant with me who
teaches the techn4Iue. And once the
actors know the technique, I can
create the overall look of the fight.
laborators. I look at the set design and
the costume design and the lights,
and I get afeeling of the shapes and
the terms that are used, the lines,
the weights. And I think we all are
that way when we talk to JoAnne. We
sit and we talk, and each one brings
in ideas. It's about refining things.
Q. Is there anything that's particu-
larly inspiring or challenging about
working with JoAnne?
A. First of all, I know it's going to be
different. JoAnne's artistic appetite
is further to the left, politically. And
there's an element of not knowing
what's going to come next in the
process. It is a challenge, but I love
that sense of not knowing; it stretches
me. I may actually not know what
I'm going to do a week ahead of time,
"1see the moment in a play where it says, 'They
fight.' as an integral part of the show as a whole."
Q.You've worked on quite a few
shows with JoAnne Akalaitis.* How
would you describe your role when
you work with her? It's appeared to
me that you have a great deal of
collaborative power.
A. I would say input. JoAnne trusts
my judgment and my ideas for those
sections of the play that need to be
physicalized. She asks for my artistic
input.
We know each other pretty well.
It's now at the point where we don't
really have to discuss each idea to
the nth degree because she knows-
actually, she may not even know.
Even if I'm able to articulate some-
thing verbally JoAnne may say, "I
can't see it. I hear it but I have to see
it in front of me and then I'll know."
And most of the time-95% of the
time-the material that I come up
with is something that pleases her.
A valuable resource for me when
I'm working on a show with JoAnne
is sitting around with the other col-
but I do know that something will be
there and it will be unlike anything
I've done before.
Q. You mentioned JoAnne's political
sensibility. Does it impinge upon
your work with her?
A. No. No, it doesn't. Because along
with the fact that JoAnne is a femi-
nist, she really knows the time period
in which she has put the play. She
studies the socio-political environ-
ment in a very thorough manner.
And when I work with Joanne,
I'm often-but not always-doing
something that has do with fighting,
which is always based on the socio-
political norms of the day.
In other words, no matter what
the play, there are accepted conven-
tions of dealing with violence. There
are rules set down by society: "These
weapons are legal; these are not legal.
These kinds of things are allowed;
these aren't. This is how you treat
men and women ... "
*Leong has done five productions with Akalaitis: Tis Pity She's a Whore (NY Shakespeare Festival 1992 and
the Goodman Theatre, Chicago 1991) Henry N Parts I and 2 (NY Shakespeare Festival 1991); and Cymbeline
(NY Shakespeare Festival 1989).
So, much of what I do in studying
the martial arts of a specific period,
is in fact studying the socio-political
system because that's where the par-
ticular type of fighting comes from.
If JoAnne puts Tis Pity She's a
Whore in Fascist Italy, my study of
the period is going to involve read-
ing about weapons and the ways they
were used, and about that society's
attitude toward violence. If she's
doing a play in 1575 or 1625 England,
my own research about Elizabethan
style is going to involve what was
going on politically and socially at
the time. So, there's nothing that's
ever in conflict. All the choices that
I make in terms of movement and
fighting techniques support her
choices as a director.
Q. Do you think that JoAnne has a
unique way of working?
A. What's unique is the way she
operates in her process of making
decisions, arranging and rearrang-
ing the space, and giving a vision to
a play. I think she operates at an
almost subliminal, unconscious level,
and sometimes you can't bring to the
surface in concrete words exactly
what it is she's doing. She couldn't
even explain it herself. It either
moves you for some reason and you
feel it on a visceral level, or you don't.
If, in conversation with her, you
said, "JoAnne, why are you going to
do this?" she probably wouldn't be
able to tell you. She'd probably say,
"I don't know. I just am." She's able
to touch upon the issues that lie at
the base of the play and stir them up.
She doesn't try to provide
answers, but she gets those issues
rumbling within you. You go away
with all that kind of jumbled up
inside and it's yours to do with
what you will.
Q. What was it like to remount 'Tis
Pity She's a Whore at the Public?
A. You know we won an Obie for it.
It was, in some ways, easier to put
up and in other ways more difficult.
I had never recreated the same
show with a different cast. I would
have preferred to reconceive my ideas
totally, rather than try to keep the
same ideas. Because you create a
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fight for the specific people who will
be doing it. You have to.
I don't think it's fair to ever
choreograph the same fight for two
different people because everyone
moves differently. No two actors
have the same training and there's
no universal language or technical
vocabulary, so it's virtually impos-
sible to recreate a specific fight. You
do the best you can by studying
videotapes and by familiarizing your-
self with the physical capabilities of
the actors you're working with.
Q. Could you talk a bit about the
process of recreating the 'Tis Pity
fights for a different set of actors?
A. It was a little frustrating. The
overall concept of the show didn't
change so I found myself sometimes
going back to what I had done before
because it had, in fact, worked well.
Other times I veered away from what
I had done in Chicago. The opening
fight, for example, was changed
completely.
Q.You worked on 'Tis Pity with
Michael Kahn before you did the
show with JoAnne. Were your fights
very different in each production?
A. Oh, yes. The two directors looked
at the world the play existed in with
very different eyes. They had entirely
different ideas about order versus
chaos, and the way the society that
the play existed in was structured. I
took the opportunity to just listen to
and watch the way that each director
worked, and to let that affect what I
did. It never even occurred to me
that I was working on the same play.
Q. Could you talk about projects
that were your personal favorites?
Maybe you could describe how you
developed the fights for JoAnne
Akalaitis' production of Cymbeline.
A. Cymbeline was probably the most
challenging experience I've had, and
the most creative in terms of finding
solutions to that challenge. When
we were working on Cymbeline,
JoAnne kept mentioning the word
"surreal." You know, she doesn't
give you a lot. Actually-it's
funny-because by not giving you a
lot she gives you an awful lot.
It's like the time I asked Liviu
Ciulei how long a particular battle
scene needed to be. (That's now on
my long list of concrete questions I
don't ask anymore.) He thought
about it and said, "This fight should
be as long as it should be."
And that's what JoAnne is doing
when she says "surreal." That's tell-
ing me a lot. She's throwing the ball
back into my court. Then it's my job.
So I researched the visual artists of
the time, the painters, because they
influenced the other surrealists. And
I remember extracting three or four
qualities that seemed to characterize
the whole surrealist movement. One
of those qualities was transformation.
Think ofDali's clocks; they're melting
and they become something else.
When JoAnne told me the number
of actors we would cast as soldiers in
A vengeful Giovanni plunges a dagger into his sister (and lover) Annabella, in the 1991 Goodman
Theatre production of 'Tis Pity She's if Whore directed by JoAnne Akalaitis, violence staged by
David Leong.
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the production, I said "Well, we can't
do a whole battle scene." To this day,
people still think I had about fifty
people on stage. In fact there were
only about twenty-five. My choice,
based on the number of soldiers, was
to have each actor play more than one
soldier. Actors actually transformed
from one soldier to another, though
not necessarily to a different army.
I also had the idea, based on the
transformative process I'd studied,
that instead of seeing one battle scene
from beginning to end, soldiers would
move through about fifteen different
little vignettes on the battlefield.
So I said to JoAnne, "I'd like to
treat this battle as if we're watching
a TV with remote control. As if we're
watching Channel 4 and we see a war.
Maybe it's a big panoramic view. And
then we press the remote control, go
to Channel 5 and see another view.
We might see a close-up of a soldier
wailing over the death of his best
friend. Then we press the remote
button again and we transform to
another view."
I said that I didn't have to do one
clean story from beginning to end, I
could do these flash vignettes. At the
end of each sequence, I'd freeze the
actors and through changes in light-
ing and music we'd go to another
scene. Sometimes I'd keep the actors
frozen into the next scene, so those
soldiers would then become actual
pieces of scenery.
JoAnne liked that idea. I had to
work carefully with set, lights, and
with Philip Glass the composer, and
they all loved the idea. JoAnne was
eager to give me as much rehearsal
time as it took to pull it off.
I was also able to use the scenic
elements in a transformational way.
At one time a stick would become a
bow, at other times it would become
a sword, a rifle, a spike or whatever.
That fit in with her ideas, because
everything I was doing was concrete,
yet it wasn't concrete. I didn't have
to tell the story exactly. I created a
mood, a feeling. We knew who won
and who lost, but it was less specific
than some other works that rve done.
And I actually liked it a lot more.
•
Debbie Saivetz is completing her doctoral studies
in theatre at Northwestem University.
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Opposing annies clash in the New York Shakespeare Festival production of Cymbeline, directed by JoAnne Akalaitis. Fight direction by David Leong. 
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rat~ncr Jlcrio~ j\rroutrclUcnts
P.O. Box 12023 • Marina del Rey, California • 90295
• (310) 823-2050 •
(New Permanent Address )
• Elizabethan Sword Hangers and Girdles
• Baldricks
• Medieval Swordbelts
• We Specialize in Custom Pieces
If you have any questions. please feel free to call
(Remember we are on Pacific standard Time)
t ncr l rio~ J\rroutrcmcnts 
. .   • arina el ey, alifornia • 90295 
• (310) 3-2050 • 
( ew ermanent ddre s ) 
Elizabethan Hanger and Girdle (eight buckle) 
• li     l  
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• e lize i    
Please send $ 1.00 for a complete catalog 
If you have any questions. please feel free to call 
(Remember we are on Pacific standard Time) 
Hats: (black) .$8.00
SAFD T-Shirt (black or white) $9.00
Tank Tops (black or white) $8.00
Buttons $1.00
To order, call Susan EvistonII (606) 431-8983 9:00a.m.-5:00p.m.
~"'iPaF.Jli_" . ..





Classic Italian designs with combat durability beyond the
strength of originals.
Exceptional balance and aesthetic proportion in every
weapon from stage "foil" to replica "sharp."
Available styles now include "Roman" gladU, stirrup~hilted
sabres, and baroque small swords.
Rental weapons available for theatre, film and
combat workshops.
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IS THAT MANY FIGHTERS AND FIGHT
------------------------------------------------------------------------
DIRECTORS HAVE HAD DISASTROUS
experiences with poorly welded tangs,
that portion of the blade that runs
through the hilt to the pommel.
The classic example is the props
master who obtained a scimitar from
Pier One Imports; one with a wide
shiney blade spot-welded to a tang
smaller than a number two pencil. A
decoration intended only to hang on
some middle-management executive's
office wall. At the second rehearsal
the blade snaps at the weld, nearly
impaling the stage manager. So it's
not surprising that so many stage
combatants have made it a rule of
thumb to avoid welded tangs.
Thanks, in part, to all those badly
welded "decorator" swords imported
from India, all welded tangs have
gotten a bad reputation, but that is
a grossly over-simplified viewpoint.
Most of the swords made today
are just not constructed as well as
those made a few centuries ago, yet
greater toughness and durability
are required of a stage sword than
would ever have been found in a
sword used in war. The commonest
failings of modern swords usually
involve tang sections weakened by
sloppy or brittle welds.
Welding the tang to the blade is
a procedure as old as steel weapons
themselves. A welded tang can actu-
ally be more desirable than a self
tang, if done properly. A self tang as
hard as the blade will be unable to
resist stress and will break. It must
be annealed (to make less brittle by
heating, then cooling)to resist bending
stresses when the weapon is flexed,
and to permit riveting or threading.
Welding the tang on allows for
more control over configuration and
hardness, and since, by design, a
welded tang is flexible, it makes for a
weapon tough enough to endure the
abuse that a stage sword receives.
Toughness is more important
than hardness or actual width. The
tang of any weapon intended for
purchase should be inspected, but a
visible weld is not necessarily a
reason for rejection. Any self tang
can break at some time; there is no
guarantee oftrue unbreakability.
Any proper weld should be
stronger than the parent metal, and
this is particularly true of sword
tangs. By "proper" I mean just that
any industrial weld, to be certified,
certainly must exceed the strength
of the parent metal. This is true for
gas welding, T.I.G., stick welding, or
M.I.G.
Something as critical as a tang
should certainly involve a weld that
strengthens the overall integrity,
not just "glues" it together.
Brazing is a process somewhere
between welding and soldering where
a metal of lower melting point than
the parent metal is used to make
the joint. The filler metal, usually
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. Some sword and knife makers
actually braze tangs on, and some-
times this works, but I would never
trust it. For example, you can't weld
a piece of saw blade to a soft iron tang
without the saw blade burning and
breaking off,but you can braze it and
just settle for having a weak joint.
Various welding methods will
work, although electric arc welding
seems to be the least successful. In
any case, the weld should be forged
as it cools to "black heat" to restore
the original shape and "pack" the
weld for additional strength.
Forge welding, the main assembly
technique of all blacksmithing, means
simply placing two pieces of iron,
which have been heated to "white
heat," in intimate contact and fusing
them by hammering. This is the old
method, circa 1880,oftanging a blade.
Obviously no one does this any-
more, but it did work very well,
better perhaps than a self-tang.
What I do that resembles this is
to forge the gas weld as it cools to
''black heat" or as all the glow goes
out of the metal and it loses plasticity.
The surface beneath the hammer
becomes very smooth and deep black
from the scalding. Cracks will show
up easily at this point if they form.
One can tell immediately, even
before the weld goes cold to the
touch, if it has cracked or not. If it
cracks in welding or when it is flexed,
the gas weld can be reheated, pounded
in, and reforged. The following






Easiest to do, but
no room for error.
"Packing" is a blacksmithing
term that refers to compressing the
metal to strengthen it and make it
denser-in the case of some carbon
steels it can actually affect how it is
heat treated. On a tang it just means
that the surface is leveled by ham-
mering rather than grinding and
the result is a dense, hard weld.
~
~_ ::::::::4.<:»::/i(;:::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::6:::(1121&;;;.;.;················ •.•
3. Lines where metals merge should be
barely, if at all, visible.
4. Buff or brush. There should be no visible
weld or cracks.
In most cases a screw is being
welded on, which allows for cleaner
threads than might have been die-
cut on a self tang, and permits a
larger major diameter thread than
could have been cut on a thin tang.
The user should always consider
the strength and toughness of a
blade above its particular manufac-
turing process. Some of the best
blades available today are actually
engineered to use a welded tang
screw. Not all welded tangs are weak.
As with any other skill, the quality
of the weld will determine the
durability of the tang. A properly
welded tang will last as long as any
properly annealed self tang. A weld
is not anathema to integrity.
Several things can be wrong
with a tang, welded or not. Some of
the commonest things to look for are:






3. Cold shuts, metal rolled over on
itself and not fused.
L"" '"
............................r············t:···
4. Cracks from quenching a poor
welding. Also known as cracking
from "side bead embrittlement" in
the welding industry-common
on welds done with electric arc
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In 1894 Thomas Edison paid boxing champ "Gentleman Jim" Corbett$5,000 to get in the ring with an opponent while Edison's new-fangledmovie camera cranked away. Corbett obliged and KO'd his opponent in
the sixth round. This was the first boxing movie (a big hit, by the way).
Since that time, Hollywood has made over 400 films about boxing. That





Jimmy Cagney becomes a fighter to pay for music lessons for his kid brother,
Eddie (a very young Arthur Kenne~y). The "big fight" (there's one in every
boxing flick) is crooked, of course. When Cagney gains the upper hand in the
match, his opponent rubs rosin into his gloves which, after a few jabs, begins
to affect Cagney's vision. It's a fight scene that still packs a wallop (so to
speak); watching Cagney do battle while he slowly loses his sight. In the tear-
jerker final scene, a blind Cagney is selling papers from his newsstand when
old flame Ann Sheridan comes by. Together, they listen to Eddie's symphony
on the radio.




Errol Flynn plays the title role in this entertaining film biography of the
1890s boxer Jim Corbett. Fight Master Patrick Crean cites this as one of his
favorite Flynn films, colorful, dashing and occasionally comic. A romanticized







Academy Award: Best Cinematography, James Wong Howe
Academy Award Nominations: Best Actor, Best Original Screenplay
As a youthful member of the Group Theatre in New York, John Garfield was
promised the lead in his buddy Clifford Odets' new play about boxing, Golden
Boy. But director Harold Clurman cast his brother-in-law, Lou Adler, instead.
Garfield had his revenge years later when he scored a stunning success in
Body and Soul, a boxing film he produced himself.
Garfield fights his way out of the slums, becoming more and more corrupt
the higher he climbs. Controlled by the mob, he not only agrees to take a dive
in his big fight, he bets 60 grand of his own dough on his opponent. But, in
the end, he redeems his honor and his soul (but kisses 60 grand good-bye) by
fighting honestly and winning. Confronted by his mob bosses after the fight,
Garfield snarls, "Whadda you gonna do? Kill me? Everybody dies."
James Wong Howe won a well-deserved Oscar for cinematography. In order
to get a fluid feel, Howe strapped on roller skates to shoot the fights. Garfield
hit his peak with this film. Four years later, his career was destroyed by the
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House Committee on T.:n-American Activities.
104 minutes. Black & White.
Available on video
Note: There was an uninspired 'e-:'c<e in 1981 starring Leon Isaac Kennedy.
Somebody Up There Ukes Me
1956
Director: Robert Wise
Boxer Rocky Graziano rose from the slums of New York
City and reform school to become middleweight boxing
champion. And Paul Ke\\wan gives a memorable perfor-
mance as Graziano (a role originally slated to go to James
Dean) in this biography. The film is sentimental at times,
but its depiction of the fight game is appropriately gritty.
112 minutes. Black & White.
Available on video
Requiem for a Heavyweight
1962
Director: Ralph Nelson
Rod Serling's (pre-Tu'ilight Zone) classic heartbreaker
about a washed-up prizefighter in the twilight of his
career. Anthony Quinn brings pathos and dignity to his
role as the has-been fighter, gleaned, no doubt, from his
own early days as a professional boxer. Jack Palance,
who originated the role on the small screen prior to this
version, had also begun as a boxer.
Related Trivia: Other movie stars who boxed profes-
sionally include Bob Hope, Errol Flynn, George Raft, ~d
Victor McLaughlin who, as a young man, once went SIX
rounds with Jack Johnson, then reigning heavyweight
champ. Requiem also marked the film debut of a very
young Cassius Clay, playing himself.
87 minutes. Black & White.
Available on video
The Great White Hope
1970
Director: Martin Ritt
Academy Award Nominations: Best Actor, Best Actress
A high-voltage biography of Jack Johnson, the black
heavyweight champion who won the world title in 1908.
James Earl Jones gives a powerhouse performance as
Johnson, repeating his Broadway triumph. A perfect
blend of a great role and a great actor. Jane Alexander
also reprises her Broadway role as Johnson's mistress.
101 minutes.
Color.
Not available on video.
Rocky
1976
Director: John G. Avildsen
Academy Awards: Best Picture, Best Director .
Academy Award Nominations: Best Actor, Best Actress, Best Supporting Actor
(both Burt Young and Burgess Meredith were nominated), and Best Screenplay
The only boxing film ever to win the Oscar for best picture
was this grimy Cinderella story of a luckless Philadelphia
boxer who gets an unexpected crack at the world heavy-
weight title. Made a star of Sylvester Stallone who had
penned the script and then held onto it until he could get
a guarantee on playing the title role. Talia Shire co-stars
as the lovelorn pet shop girl of Rocky's dreams.
Made on the cheap on location in Philadelphia, no
one expected it to be the smash it was. The schmaltzy
love story owes a lot to Marty, but I can't take too many
shots-what's wrong with a little schmaltz. Humorous,
tender and uplifting, Rocky is in a different weight class
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Academy Awards: BestActor, Best Editing
Academy Award Nominations: Best Picture, Best
Director, Best Supporting Actor (Pesci), Best
Supporting Actress (Moriarty), BestCinematography
In a career filled with electrifying
performances, Robert De Niro may
never top his stunning portrayal of
Jake La Motta in this brilliant study
of brutality and torment, both in
and out of the ring.
De Niro is stunning as the Bronx
Bull (I know I said that already, but
it bears repeating) in a grim, unsen-
timental performance. Joe Pesci and
Cathy Moriarty offer support in
their first major film roles.
Interestingly, this is the film
most often cited by real-life members
of the boxing game, as the one that
rings true. In defiance of Hollywood
tradition, there is no one "big fight;"
they were, in one sense, all big. It is
the business of making a living by
physically taking and dishing out
beatings, that the film examines.
The boxing sequences, though
brief, are among the best ever filmed,
enhanced by Oscar-winning editing
by Thelma Schoonmaker. True to his
reputation for immersing himself in
his roles, De Niro trained as a boxer
for one solid year before filming. No
wonder he looks authentic ...
Incidentally, the fix in the movie
is totally factual. La Motta confessed
to taking money for losing, along with
assurances from the "fixers" that he'd
get a subsequent title shot. All a part
of boxing, often referred to as the
red light district of sports.
Black& White. 128 minutes.
Available on video.
I ran out of space, but other boxing
films well worth noting include The
Champ with Wallace Beery, Golden
Boy with William Holden, The Set Up
with Robert Ryan and Champion with
Kirk Douglas .
•
Margaret Raether is Editor of the Fight Master. She
knows absolutely nothing about boxing. But that
doesn't stop her from airing her opinions.
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Sometimes referred to as "the fencing
step." The leading foot steps forward,
followed by the trailing foot.
A movement intended to "dodge" an
attack.
A combination of a jump forward and a
lunge. There are two counts in this
action; one-jump, two-lunge.
A sharp "tap" against the middle, or the
foible of the opponent's blade, with the
object of opening a line, or provoking an
attack.
A parry which clears the line by
striking an attacking blade, as opposed
to blocking or redirecting the attacking
blade.
A blade taking action which carries the
opposing weapon diagonally from high
line to low line, or vice versa, across the
body. The bind is a prise de fer.
A move that deliberately stops an
incoming punch, usually with the
forearm or hand.
Anv maneuver which dissipates the
en~rgy or force from a fall or roll and
gives the illusion of impact.
The trailing end of the staffin
the En Garde position.
A change of engagement
immediately followed by
a beat attack.
Counter Parry A parry that begins in one line, travels a
full circle to meet the attacking blade in
the original line. Counter parry two is
sometimes called the "Actor's Parry"
because of the flashy appearance.
A change of engagement that takes the
blade around the opposing blade's point.
Sometimes called a cutover.
Covered or
Closed
Said of a line of engagement, when the
defender's weapon prevents an attack to
that line of engagement.
A blade taking action which carries the
opposing weapon from a high line to a low
line, or vice versa, but on the same side
as the engagement, not diagonally across
like a bind. The croise is a prise de fer.
A parry using both rapier and dagger
held forte to forte so that the blades
cross, forming an open "V" to catch the
attacking blade.
An attack made with the edge of the blade.
A horizontal cut designed to look as if it
will strike the head ifit lands. It may
travel right to left or vice versa, and is
avoided usually by ducking.
Cut Across A horizontal cut designed to look as
the Stomach ifit will cut the stomach open ifit
landed. It may travel right to left or
vice versa. The wrist is often held to
present the true edge. It is avoided
usually by jumping back.
The evasion of the partner's attempt
to make contact with the attacker's
blade as they try to parry.
Deml Volte A method of effacing the target by
swinging the rear leg backward and
sideways, so that the trunk is
brought 90° in relation to the attack.
Diagonal Cut An offline cut to either the inside
with Avoidance or outside line. It may be a rising or
falling cut. It is usually avoided by




To release contact of
the blades, and re-
establish contactin
a new line.
The act of removing a
combatant's weapon










Means body to body.
Describes the
moment when the
combatants come in close
contact and the weapons are
immobilized.
--------------STAGE COMBAT VOCABULARY 
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GLOSSARY OF TERMS GLOSSARY OF TERMS
Disengage 1. The act of removing the blade from Invitation Any movement of the weapon or body
contact with the partner's blade. intended to tempt the opponent into
2. Passing the blade under that of the
an attack.
opponent in the high line, or over it in Kick An attack made with the foot.
the low line, and terminating on the Knap The sound created by one of theside opposite to the original engagement.
combatants, which mimics the contact
Double An attack in any line which deceives a of the blow. Used for non-contact
direct parry and a counter parry. blows, i.e. clap knap, body knap, slip
hand knap, or shared knap.
Elbow Attack Any attack giving the illusion of
contact with the elbow. -BodyKnap The sound made by striking a major
muscle group on the body. Either
Engagement When the blades are in contact with partner can make this knap.
each other, they are said to be engaged.
-Clap Knap The sound made when both hands
En Garde The basic "ready" position of sword clap together, usually made by the
fighters. victim.
Envelopment An attack on the blade that, by -Slip Hand The attacker claps hands, and follows
describing a circle, picks up the Knap through during the act of delivering
opposing blade and brings it back to the strike.
the original line of engagement. An - Shared Knap The sound made when the attacker'senvelopment is a prise de fer. open hand meets their partner's open
Eye Contact The technique of frequently cueing hand or major muscle group.
your partner by looking in their eyes Knee Attack Any attack giving the illusion ofduring the course of a fight, in order contact with the knee.to assure continued connection
between partners. Lines of Attack (for right-handed combatant)
The correct distance between combat-
or Defense
Fencing
Measure ants when engaged in stage combat. - Inside Line The lines or parry positions protecting
Six to ten inches out of distance when the combatant's left side.
one combatant is in a lunge. - Outside Line The lines or parry positions protecting
Feint Attack Any attacking action deliberately the combatant's right side.
intended not to land on a target. The - High Line The lines or parry positions protectingaim is to draw a reaction or a parry. the combatant from the waist up.
Fllprrhrow An offensive movement which controls - Low Line The lines or parry positions protectingor appears to control the victim's the combatant from the waist down.center, giving the illusion oflifting
them off of their feet and returning - On Line 1.Any attack which is aimed directly
them to the ground. to the combatant's body.
Fore End The leading end of the staff in the En 2. The relationship of combatants'
Garde position. bodies when both partners' vertical
Glissade An offensive action against an
center lines are lined up, either face
to face, back to back, or front to back.
opponent's blade that applies lateral
pressure while moving forward. - Off Line 1. Any attack which is directed to a
Sometimes referred to as a pressure target away from the body.
glide, or coule.
2. The relationship of combatants'
Hand Parry A defensive move where the hand bodies when the center lines of the
(usually gloved) is used to deflect, combatants are offset to the left, or to
block, or seize an attack. the right.
Hanging Parry A parry protecting the high lines with Long Form Sliding hand positions for quarterstaff
the hilt high and the point down, such utilizing the full length of the staff for
as a high parry of prime. attack or defense.
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The "eA'tended~leg position used as a
method of reaching the opponent on
an attack. To lunge, the leading leg
extends fo::v;ard in a long step, while
the trailing leg stays in place.
Means -1itt]e \\indmill" and describes
the action of pivoting the blade in
circles in a diagonal, vertical, or
horizontal plane.
A blow delivered v.ith the illusion of
cor::a::. '::::C'::H~Y masked from the audi-
ence. \\-::r. a v;ell timed knap. A non-
cor.:ac: ~~:e a:>.;;aysmisses the target.
The G.f-fer.:;)waction of deflecting or
blod.--ir,gar. attacking weapon.
FollowJng are the parries most commonly used In stage
combat In thJs country ,f,:1" right-handed combatants).
• Parry PrJme
or Parry 1
The b~TJ.J.is in half pronation with the
poir:t dG"'J, .-\lthough this parry is
intend.ed :.c ["!'"Jtedthe left or inside
line of tGe kG\" annvhere from the
shou:cecs :-e::.~ 2:"kIe,it is usually used
against c.ttac;~ [::om the waist down.
\'."ben u.-:::.ei :.c protect the low line it is
someri~es referred to as the "watch
paITY~becaUSeL~ewrist position is
similar t-clocking at a wrist watch.
• Parry Seconde The haGd.is in pronation with the
or Parry 2 poim dov.-np::otecting the low line of









The hac:! is in p::onation with the
poim up p"!'"Jtectingthe right, or
outside high 'Ene waist to head).
Hand is in s-.lpinsoon with the point up
protcctir:g ::-:e left, or inside high line.
The hand IS in pronation protecting the
head from c.d:J',mv,ard vertical or diag-
onal cut, TIle hilt is on the right side of
the bedy: p,:,int Ex'tends to the left.
1. Protecting the same area as a parry
Tierce c:: 3, except the hand is held in
supir:a:-:c!::rsual1yused against a thrust.
2. Prot.ectr:.g against a vertical or
diagonal cut to the head. The hilt is
on the left side of the head, and the
poim ext.ends to the right. Sometimes
called a "5.-\,~
• Parry Septime Protecting the low inside line with the
or Parry 7 hand in sU;Jination.
• Parry Octave
or Parry 8
Protecting the lo'.voutside line with
the hand in supination.
GLOSSARY OF TERMS
Pass Forward The placing of the rear foot in front of
the leading foot (a walking step).
Pass Backward The placing of the front foot in back of
the rear foot.
Pommel Attack An attack made, usually in close
distance, with the pommel of the







A translation into English is, taking of
the blade (or iron). Refers to any
controlling attack on the blade which
takes an opponent's blade from an
existing line to a new one. Examples
are a bind, envelopment, or croise.
The position of the sword hand with
the palm down.
An attack made with the fist.
A point attack delivered from the
attacker's inside line to the partner's
outside line with the hand often in
supination.
To arrive at an En Garde position from
a lunge by bringing the rear foot forward.
To arrive at an En Garde position from
a lunge by bringing the forward foot
backward.
The rear foot steps backward, followed
by the front foot.
An attack immediately following a
successful parry.
A hand position for quarterstaff which
divides the staff into three equal sections.
A blow usually delivered to the face
with an open hand.
The position of the sword hand with the
palm up. The opposite of pronation.
An attack made with the point of the
weapon.
Any foot moven:tent that takes the
combatant off-line.
A method of effacing the target by
swinging the rear leg backwards and
sideways, so that the trunk is brought
1800 in relation to the attack. "Bum in
the Face."
A defensive movement immediately
following a parried attack, whereby
the initial attacker gives way to a
counterattack while the blades remain
engaged. Also called a Ceding Parry.
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Michael Hood ~ RobertTuftee
1942 N. Salem 531 W. 49th Street #2W
Anchorage, AK 99508 New York, NY 10019














~~" 5616 Kirkham Court
Springfield, VA 22151
(703) 323-7233
•.,m\l Todd Loweth •.~ RobertWalsh
~t>" 9000 Pinehurst Drive ~~" 58 Rangeley Road
FortWashington, MD 20744 W. Newton, MA 02165





m\1 Dr. Robin McFarquahr












15 Leroy Street, #12
New York, NY 10014
(212) 675-4688
David Woolley









Following is a partial lisung
of leading suppliers of
theatrical weapons
Arms and Annor




pole arms and armor.
Catalog available.

















10 West 37th St.
New York, NY 10018
(212) 244-4040
Firearms.All types, all













The Armory ~ Accoutrements
American Fencers Supply P.O. Box 12023
1180 Folsom St. Marina Del Rey,CA 90295
San Fransisco,CA 94103 (310) 823-2050
(415) 863-7911 Sword belts and hangers
of all periods.
Catalog $1.00.Complete line of swordsand daggers. Also carries
Oscar Kolombatovich
weapons. Catalog $3.00
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Dennis L. Graves t\Swordcutler
255 S. 41st St. 1'1Boulder, CO 80303
(303) 494-4685 :IICustom swords & daggers,
all periods. Sales and rental. -ICatalog available. -Mark Haney •••6000 J StreetSacramento, CA 95819 -(916) 944-0252 1'1Handmade broadswords.
No catalog. a
Lundegaard Armoury
P.O. Box 287 -ICrompond,NY10517
Custom fantasy swords 1'1and daggers.
Catalog $1.50. ••Museum Replicas Limited
2143 Gees Mill Road t\
Box 840 ZConyers, GA 30207(BOO)241-3664
Decorative and combat 1'1weapons.
Oscar Kolombatovich. :IICatalog $2.00.
Trlplette M
Competition Arms






800 Vemal Road ••Attica, NY 14011(716) 591-3673 ."Custom made swords,daggers, shields, spears, etc. 0No Catalog.
Z
M
Mark "Rat" K. Guinn 
Louisiana Tech. Univers·:1 
P.O. Box 8608 
Ruston, LA 7"1272-:0:3L 
(318) 257-27' 1 
:.!·.:: 32'-8794 
 ~ic•wci <yo 
~ c~-esea 3rdge oad 
_c-"'CO'"' S'  8~  
~-·:ec: ·'.lgdo  
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ontclair, NJ 070  
(201) 509-0569 
Michael Hood  rt ftee 
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(907)562-4047 t{! 3' ( ) 57-1642 
Colleen Kelly 
f.!D. / 
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1,_'J, fe'> ul r t  oad 
Charlottesville,  22903 
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Richard Lane 
1338 c llist r Street 
San Francisco, CA 94115 
(415) 957-3622 
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(   
,."1\\1 Todd Loweth ._"1\\1 t l  
~ll" 9000 Pinehurst Drive ~ll  58 angeley oad 
Fort Washington, MD 20744 . ,   
(301) 248-8481 (6  2 -  
Bob McDougall 
P.O. Box 23078 
Seattle, WA 98102 
(206) 52 -2 01 
m\1 Dr. Robin McFarquahr 
~ti" 810 N. Coler#1 
Urbana, IL 61801 
(217) 3 -2893 
Douglas Muma  
2039 W. Thomas #2 




2039 . Tho as 2 
Chicago, IL 60622 
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Jack Young 
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(919) 684-3181 
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weapons. Catalog $3.0  
Sword belts and hangers 
of all periods. 
Catalog $1.00. 
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Ommitted from test resultsprinted in the Spring Fisht #taster.
M.A.S.C.S.
Minneapolis Academy of Stage Combat Skills
Date: December 14, 1991
Instructor: David ·Pops· Doersch
Adjudicator: John Robert Beardsley
Erin P.Kenny R& D, Unarmed, Broadsword, QS & SS
CERTIFIED TEACHERS
The following people are new SAfD certified teachers.
John Cashman Dr. Robin McFarquahr
James Cheatham Richard Ryan
Gregory Hoffman Robert Tuftee
Todd Loweth
ACTOR/COMBATANTS
Following are actor/combatants who were put to the
test and passed the SAFDactor/combatant fight test.
APRIL
Carnegie Mellon University
Date: April 10, 1992
Instructor: Tim Canyer
Adjudicator: Drew Fracher
Michael Fuller R& D, Unarmed, QS
Chadley Kelderman R& D, Unarmed, QS
Michael Siracusano R& D, Unarmed, QS
Carl De Gregorio R& D, Unarmed, QS
Michael Lucas R& D, Unarmed, QS
Walter Elder R& D, Unarmed, QS
Eric Jensen R& D, Unarmed, QS
Brent Lowe R& D, Unarmed, QS
SamAlden R& D, Unarmed, QS
Thom Delventhal
R& D, Unarmed, QS
FarrellBarron
R& D, Unarmed, QS
Darren Eliker
R& D, Unarmed, QS
Jordan Berlant R& D, Unarmed, QS
M.A.S.C.S.-Mlnneapolis
Date: April 18, 1992
Instructors: David Doersch/Erin P. Kenny
Adjudicator: Drew Fracher
Peter Farley R& D, Unarmed, SS
RyanThiel R& D, Unarmed, QS, SS
Dawn Reed R& D, Unarmed, SS
Dante Schack R& D, Unarmed, QS, SS
Jay Cork R& D, Unarmed, QS, SS
Dave Tufford R& D, Unarmed, QS, SS
Dean Hawthorne R& D, Unarmed, QS, SS
Tim Dayne R& D, Unarmed, BS,QS, SS
Trevor Vasey R& D, Unarmed, BS,QS, SS
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Burt Reynolds Institute of Theatrical Training
Date: April 20, 1992
Instructors: Drew Framer/Gordon Carpenter
Adjudicator: Richard Raether
Lane Burgess R& D, Unarmed, Quarterstaff
SeanO'Hearn R& D, Unarmed, Quarterstaff
RA. Smith R& D, Unarmed, Quarterstaff
Jeff Treadwell R& D, Unarmed, Quarterstaff
David Schmittou R& D, Unarmed, Quarterstaff
Debra Fordham R& D, Unarmed, Quarterstaff
University of Rhode Island
Date: April 27, 1992
Instructor: Joel Masius
Adjudicator: David Leong
The fights were performed at a brisk tempo with an
adequate sense of danger, but I felt they 'Were reckless at
times. Occasionally, the combatants too close. The
broadsword choreography, at times, looked like a rapier
and dagger fight because of continuous 'breaking the
wrist' during the cutting action and the exclusive use of
advance and retreat. The unarmed choreography needed
more acting to fill the long pauses between phrases.
Despite these notes, I felt the students were prepared


















Date: May 1, 1992
Instructor: Ken Smith
Adjudicator: J. Allen Suddeth
Christine Hegel R& D, Unarmed,Quarterstaff
Robert Brown R& D, Unarmed,Quarterstaff
Gail Rastorfer R& D, Unarmed,Quarterstaff
James Wehn R& D, Unarmed,Quarterstaff
Eric Cole R& D, Unarmed,Quarterstaff
Robin Florence R& D, Unarmed,Quarterstaff
Aicia Tadama R& D, Unarmed,Quarterstaff
Beth Stephenson R& D, Unarmed,Quarterstaff
Danny McCarthy R& D, Unarmed,Quarterstaff
Jemal Diamond R& D, Unarmed,Quarterstaff
Ian Christopher R& D, Unarmed,Quarterstaff
LishaMcKay R& D, Unarmed,Quarterstaff
Cornish Institute
Date: May 1, 1992
Instructor: Bob MacDougall
Adjudicator: David Boushey
Holly Spencer R& D, Unarmed, Broadsword
Emily Force R& D, Unarmed, Broadsword
SarahHarlett R& D, Unarmed,Quarterstaff
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R & D, Unarmed, Quarterstaff
R & D, Unarmed, Quarterstaff
R& D, Unarmed, Quarterstaff
University of Illinois
Date: May 2, 1992
Instructor: Dr. Robin McFarquahr
Adjudicator: Richard Raether
Chris Thometz R & D, Unarmed, Quarterstaff
Recommended
~ & D, Unarmed, Quarterstaff
Recommended
R & D, Unarmed, Quarterstaff
R & D, Unarmed, Quarterstaff
R & D, Unarmed, Quarterstaff
R & D, Unarmed, Quarterstaff
R & D, Unarmed, Quarterstaff
R & D, Unarmed, Quarterstaff
R & D, Unarmed, QS, BS, SS









California Institute of the Arts
Date: May 2, 1992
Instructor: A.C. Weary
Adjudicator: J. Allen Suddeth
Milo Bernstein R & D, Unarmed, Quarterstaff
Mark Andrews R& D, Unarmed, Quarterstaff
Bryan Andrews R& D, Unarmed, Quarterstaff
Ben Brunkow R& D, Unarmed, Quarterstaff
Kimberly Lewis R & D, Unarmed, Quarterstaff
Judith Lieff R & D, Unarmed, Quarterstaff
Marcus Turner R & D, Unarmed, Quarterstaff
University of Alabama
Date: May 3, 1992
Instructor: Dan Carter
Adjudicator: John Robert Beardsley
Jonathan Michaelsen R& D, Unarmed, Broadsword
Recommended
R & D, Unarmed, Broadsword
Recommended
R & D, Unarmed, Quarterstaff
R & D, Unarmed, Quarterstaff
R & D, Unarmed, Quarterstaff
R & D, Unarmed, Quarterstaff
R & D, Unarmed, Quarterstaff
R & D, Unarmed, Quarterstaff
R& D, Unarmed, Quarterstaff
R& D, Unarmed, Quarterstaff
R & D, Unarmed, Quarterstaff
R & D, Unarmed, Broadsword
R & D, Unarmed, Broadsword
R& D, Unarmed, Brdswd, QS
Northern Kentucky University
Date: May 5, 1992
Instructor: Susan Eviston
Adjudicator: Drew Fracher
Petra Wright R & D, Unarmed, Quarterstaff
Recommended
R & D, Unarmed, Smallsword
Recommended
R & D, Unarmed, Smallsword
Recommended
R & D, Unarmed, Quarterstaff
R & D, Unarmed, Quarterstaff
R & D, Unarmed, Quarterstaff
R& D, Unarmed, Quarterstaff
R& D, Unarmed, Broadsword
R & D, Unarmed, Broadsword





















Date: Mlf'/ 8, 1992
Instructor: Charles Currier
Adjudicator: J. Allen Sudcleth
Donald Martelli R& D, Unarmed, Quarterstaff
Jason Sawyer R& D, Unarmed, Quarterstaff
Marc Dalio R& D, Unarmed, Quarterstaff
John Kucher R& D, Unarmed, Quarterstaff
William Winegardner R& D, Unarmed, Quarterstaff
Susan Meister R& D, Unarmed, Quarterstaff
University of Virginia
Date: M6y 8, 1992
Instructor: Colleen Kelly
Adjudicator: David Leong
It was clear from the start that Colleen's students
were thoroughly trained in the basics. They
performed with a good sense of flow and balance,
while maintining a credible level of reckless
abandonment and speed. The unarmed technique
was less convincing, with many punches thrown
with a straight arm and a lack of weight behind
them. Colleen's creativity and knowledge as a
teacher needs to be passed on to her students
through her own (rather than "canned") fight
choreography. Congratulations, Colleen & students!
Davis Kirby R& D, Unarmed, Quarterstaff
Cindy Kem R& D, Unarmed, Quarterstaff
Holly Halvorson R& D, Unarmed, Quarterstaff
Sean Thomas R& D, Unarmed, Quarterstaff
Jenny Bennett R& D, Unarmed, Quarterstaff
Tina Fry R& D, Unarmed, Quarterstaff
Nicole Childs R& D, Unarmed, Quarterstaff
Christi Thomas R& D, Unarmed, Quarterstaff
Thadd M. McQuade R& D, Unarmed, Quarterstaff
Peter J. Boyer R& D, Unarmed, Quarterstaff
Jimmy Whalen R& D, Unarmed, Brdswd, QS
Howard Weinberger R& D, Unarmed, Brdswd, QS




Martin English R& D, Unarmed, Broadsword
Recommended
R& D, Unarmed, Broadsword
Recommended
R& D, Unarmed, Broadsword
R& D, Unarmed, Broodsword
R& D, Unarmed, Broadsword
R& D, Unarmed, Broadsword
R& D, Unarmed, Broadsword
R& D, Unarmed, Broadsword
R& D, Unarmed, Broodsword
R& D, Unarmed, Broadsword











Date: M6y 9, 1992
Instructor: J. David Brimmer
Adjudicator: J. Allen Suddeth
David Buxbaum R& D, Unarmed, Broadsword
Darin Dunston R& D, Unarmed, Broadsword
Ben Garant R& D, Unarmed, Broodsword
Matthew Gilbert R& D, Unarmed, Broadsword
Dmitry Lontsman R& D, Unarmed, Broadsword
TImothy Reynolds R& D, Unarmed, Broadsword
John D. Roberto R& D, Unarmed, Broodsword
Loren Wheeless R& D, Unarmed, Broadsword
Stuart Williams R& D, Unarmed, Broodsword
Ian Marshall R& D, Unarmed, Broadsword
Mather Zickel R& D, Unarmed, Broadsword
Seattle
Date: May 9, 1992
Instructor: David Boushey
Adjudicator: John Robert Beardsley
David Morden R& D, Unarmed, Broadsword
Recommended
James Ludwig R& D, Unarmed, Broadsword
Recommended
Sara Deboer R& D, Unarmed, Broadsword
Recommended
Ron Heneghan R& D, Unarmed, Broadsword
Recommended
William Hill R& D, Unarmed, Broadsword
Karl Bury R& D, Unarmed, Broadsword
David Veach R& D, Unarmed, Broadsword
Gaen Murphree R& D, Unarmed, Broadsword
Carol Johnson R& D, Unarmed, Broadsword
Joe Featherston R& D, Unarmed, Broadsword
Pamela Thomas R& D, Unarmed, Broadsword
Seth Panitch R& D, Unarmed, Broadsword
Brian Senter R& D, Unarmed, Broadsword
University of the Arts- Philadelphia
Date: May 11, 1992
Instructor: Charles Conwell
Adjudicator: J. Allen Sudcleth
Amy K. Evans R& D, Unarmed, Smallsword
Kimberly Gilarde R& D, Unarmed, Smallsword
Steven P. Salotto R& D, Unarmed, Broadsword
Khumbo Michael B. Mhango
R& D, Unarmed, Broadsword
John Vincent Bellomo R& D, Unarmed, Broadsword
Philip F. Lynch R& D, Unarmed, Broadsword
Western Illinois University
Date: May 14, 1992
Instructor: Paul Dennhardt
Adjudicator: Richard Raether
William Jiggers Turner R& D, Unarmed, Quarterstaff
Anthony D. Soucek R& D, Unarmed, Quarterstaff
R.Chris Blisset R& D, Unarmed, Quarterstaff
Charles Lotta R& D, Unarmed, Quarterstaff
Niagara University
Date: May 17, 1992
Instructor: Steve Vaughan
Adjudicator: J. Allen Suddeth
Jim Cabello R& D, Unarmed, Quarterstaff
Mark Casey R& D, Unarmed, Quarterstaff
Pat Pettys R& D, Unarmed, Quarterstaff
David Granville R& D, Unarmed, Quarterstaff
Paul Schreiner R& D, Unarmed, Quarterstaff
Louisiana Tech University
Date: May 20, 1992
Instructor: Mark Guinn
Adjudicator: Drew Fracher
Dion Brooks R& D, Unarmed, Broadsword
David Hoover R& D, Unarmed, Broadsword
Mark Whittington R& D, Unarmed, Broadsword
Trevor Dean R& D, Unarmed, Broadsword
Lyn Smith R& D, Unarmed, Broadsword
Wendy Simmons R& D, Unarmed, Broadsword
Danny Pittman R& D, Unarmed, Broadsword
Louisiana Tech University
Date: May 20, 1992
Instructor: Mark Guinn
Adjudicator: Drew Fracher
Kim Turney R & D, Unarmed, Quarterstaff
Jim Gaylord R& D, Unarmed, Quarterstaff




R & D, Unarmed, Quarterstaff 
R & D, Unarmed, Quarterstaff 
R & D, Unarmed, Quarterstaff 
University of Illinois 
Date: May 2, 1992 
Instructor: Dr. Robin Mcfarquahr 
Adjudicator: Richard Raether 











~ & D, Unar ed, uarterstaff 
Recom ended 
R & D, Unar ed, uarterstaff 
R & D, Unar ed, uarterstaff 
R & D, Unar ed, uarterstaff 
R & D, nar ed, uarterstaff 
R & D, Unar ed, uarterstaff 
 & D, nar ed, rterstaff 
R & D, Unar ed, O , BS, SS 
 & D, nar ed, O , ,  
California Instit te f t  rt  
Date: May 2, 1992 
Instructor: A.C. eary 
Adjudicator: J. Allen Suddeth 
Milo Bernstein  & D, nar ed, rt rstaff 
MarkAndrevvs   , r , rt rstaff 
Bryan Andrevvs  & D, r , rt rstaff 
Ben Brunkow  & , nar , rt rstaff 
Kimberly Lewis .   D, nar , rt rstaff 
Judith Lieff  & D, r , t rstaff 
Marcus Turner  & D, r , t rstaff 
Universit  of l  
Date: May 3, 1992 
Instr ct r: Dan Cart r 
Adj i tor: John Ro t Be r  
Jonath  Mich l  R & D, Un r  Br ord 
Steve Barker 
Susan McCai  
Elise Berner 
Jen y McK i t 
Rae Ruff 
Andre  Griffi  
Alys a Ken ed  
Kathy Martin 
Amy Nickell 
Lisa Mors  
Michael Sartain 
Thomas Jones 
Mari Louder  
Rec ed 
R & D, Un r  Br ord 
Rec ed 
R & D, Unar  Q t f 
R & D, Unar  Q t f 
R & D, Unar  Q t f 
R & D, Unar  Qu t f 
R & D, Unar  Qu t f 
R & D, Unar  Qu t f 
R & D, Unar  Qu t f 
R & D, Unar  Qu t f 
R & D, Unar  Qu f 
R & D, Unar e , Bro r  
R & D, Unanne , Broa r  
R & D, Unar e , Brds  QS 
Norther  Kentuc  Universit  
Date: May 5, 19 2 
Instruct  Susan Eviston 
Adjudi r: Drew Fracher 
Petra Wright R & D, Unarme , Quart f 
Josh Foldy 
David Godbey 
Michel  A. Bardo 
David Smith 
Regina B. Cerimele 
Monica Heuser 
Brian P. Cafferky 
Tonya Cale Twadd l  
David Austin Rosse Iott 
Recom  
R & D, Unarme , Smal  
Recom  
R & D, Unarmed, Smal s  
Recom e  
R & D, Unarmed, Quarter t ff 
R & D, Unarmed, Quarter t ff 
R & D, Unarmed, Quarter t ff 
R & D, Unarmed, Quarter t ff 
R & D, Unarmed, Broads r  
R & D, Unarmed, Broads r  
R & D, Unarmed, Quarter t ff 
lassboro tate ollege 
ate: ay 8, 1992 
I structor: arles u rier 
djudicator: J. llen Sudcleth 
onald artelli  & D, Unarmed, Quarterstaff 
Jason awyer  & D, Unarmed, Quarterstaff 
arc alio  & D, Unarmed, Quarterstaff 
John ucher  & D, narmed, Quarterstaff 
illiam inegardner  & D, narmed, uarterstaff 
usan eister  & D, narmed, uarterstaff 
i rsity f ir inia 
t : a  , 992 
I tructor: leen e ly 
judicator: i  eong 
It s l ar fr  t e tart that oll en's students 
ere t oroughly trained in the asics. They 
rformed ith  ood nse f flow nd balance, 
hile ainti ing  redible level f reckless 
ndonment  eed. e ar ed technique 
 l  nvincing, ith any unches thrown 
ith  tr ight  d  l k f eight ehind 
t . ll en's reat vity nd nowledge as a 
t her ds   ssed  o er students 
t rough r n rather t an · a ned·) fight 
r ography. gratulations, leen  tudents! 
i      ar ed, uarterstaff 
i y     r ed, uarterstaff 
lly l rson    r ed, uarterstaff 
     r ed, arterstaff 
 t    r ed, arterstaff 
i  ry    r ed, arterstaff 
le     r ed, arterstaff 
     r ed, arterstaff 
  uade    r ed, arterstaff 
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In tor: rti  li  
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 li    , r d, r sword 
Bill Warren 
Bill  
Rac ll  Eves 
Mi  Larson 
Chris B l r 
Dave S l i ff 
Jo  Drah  
Bo  r  
Susan ltter1y 
Ron itt  
ended 
  , r , r sword 
ended 
  , r ed, roadsword 
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Ne  r  ni rsity 
Date: May 9, 1992 
Instr ctor: J. David Bri er 
Adj i ator: J. Alle  Suddeth 
David Buxb  R & D, Unar ed, Broadsword 
Darin Dunst  R & D, Unar ed, Broadsword 
Ben Garant R & D, Unar ed, Broadsword 
Matthe  Gilbert R & D, Unarmed, Broadsword 
Dmitry Lonts an R & D, Unarmed, Broadsword 
Timot y Reynolds R & D, Unarmed, Broadsword 
John D. Roberto R & D, Unarmed, Broadsword 
Loren Wheeless R & D, Unarmed, Broadsword 
Stuart Willia s R & D, Unarmed, Broadsword 
Ian Marshall R & D, Unarmed, Broadsword 
Mather Zickel R & D, Unarmed, Broadsword 
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Seattle 
Date: May 9, 1 92 
Instructor: David Boushey 
Adjudicator: John Robert Beardsley 
David Morden R & D, Unarmed, Broadsword 
Reco men ed 
James Ludwig R & D, Unarmed, Broadsword 
Reco men ed 
Sara Deboer R & D, Unarmed, Broadsword 
Reco men ed 
Ron Heneghan R & D, Unarmed, Broadsword 
Reco men ed 
illiam Hill R & D, Unarmed, Broadsword 
Karl Bury R & D, Unarmed, Broadsword 
David Veach R & D, Unarmed, Broadsword 
Gaen Murphree R & D, Unarmed, Broadsword 
Carol Johnson R & D, Unarmed, Broadsword 
Joe Featherston R & D, Unarmed, Broadsword 
Pamela Thomas R & D, Unarmed, Broadsword 
Seth Panitch R & D, Unarmed, Broadsword 
Brian Senter R & D, Unarmed, Broadsword 
iversity of the Arts-Phil lphia 
ate: ay 11, 1 92 
I structor: Charles Conwell 
djudicator: J. Allen Suddeth 
y K. Evans R & D, Unarmed, Srnallsword 
i berly ilarde R & D, Unarmed, Srnallsword 
teven P. Salotto R & D, Unarmed, Broadsword 
humbo ichael B. hango 
R & D, Unarmed, Broadsword 
ohn incent ellomo  & D, Unarmed, Broadsword 
hilip F. Lynch  & D, Unarmed, Broadsword 
tern Illinois iversity 
ate: ay 14, 1992 
I tructor: Paul ennhardt 
djudicator: ichard Raether 
illi  Jiggers Turner  & D, Unarmed, Quarterstaff 
nthony D. Soucek R & D, Unarmed, Quarterstaff 
R. hris lisset  & D, Unarmed, Quarterstaff 
Charles Lotta R & D, Unarmed, Quarterstaff 
i r  iversity 
Date: May 17, 1992 
Instructor: Steve Vaughan 
Adjudicator: J. Allen Suddeth 
Ji  Cabello R & D, Unarmed, Quarterstaff 
ark Casey R & D, Unarmed, Quarterstaff 
Pat Pettys R & D, Unarmed, Quarterstaff 
David Granville R & D, Unarmed, Quarterstaff 
Paul Schreiner R & D, Unarmed, Quarterstaff 
Louisiana Tech University 
Date: May 20, 1992 
Instructor: Mark Guinn 
Adjudicator: Drew Frach~r 
Dion Brooks R & D, Unarmed, Broadsword 
David Hoover R & D, Unarmed, Broadsword 
Mark Whittington R & D, Unarmed, Broadsword 
Trevor Dean R & D, Unarmed, Broadsword 
Lyn Smith R & D, Unarmed, Broadsword 
Wendy Simmons R & D, Unarmed, Broadsword 
Danny Pittman R & D, Unarmed, Broadsword 
Louisiana Tech University 
Date: May 20, 1992 
Instructor: Mark Guinn 
Adjudicator: Drew Fracher 
Kim Turney R & D, Unarmed, Quarterstaff 
Jim Gaylord R & D, Unarmed, Quarterstaff 
Frank Barmart R & D, Unarmed, Quarterstaff 
Columbia College M.A.S.C.S. Heather Frenz R & D, Unanned, Brdswd
Date: May 28, 1992 Minneapolis Academy of Stage Combat Skills Paul Gelineau R & D, Unanned, BrdswdRichard Hibbard R & D, Unanned, BrdswdInstructor: David Woolley Date: June 13, 1992 Spencer Humm R & D, Unanned, Brdswd
Adjudicator: David Leong Instructor: David MPopsMDocrsch Peter Hurley R & D, Unanned, Brdswd
Scenes ranged from from exceptionally strong Adjudicator: Erik Fredrickson Tim Klotz R & D, Unanned, Brdswd
(well-acted, imaginative, good point technique) to It was my pleasure to adjudicate fights for MAS.C.S. Thomas Lowell R& D, Unanned, Brdswd
slow and hesitant with no characterization or scene The work was well-organized, the choreography Richard Pallaziol R & D, Unanned, Brdswd
development. Dan Robles and Greg Webster creative and exciting, and the perfonnances com- Leslie Pastemack R & D, Unanned, Brdswd
performed 'Rivals of the Spanish Main' ~very mitted and enthusiastic. I particularly commend the Richard Rand R & D, Unanned, Brdswd
inventive and full of imaginative 'NOunds and kills. I attention to ·measure· ... a detail often neglected. In Brian Reynolds R & D, Unanned, Brdswd
recommend that more time be devoted to addition, I compliment David and his students on Danny Robles R & D, Unanned, Brdswd
coaching scenes to make sure that the fights have 'line' (e.g. the intention signalling commitment to Charles Tait R & D, Unanned, Brdswd
some sort of logical progression. Students and staff extension and focus of the body as it directs the Noah Tuleja R & D, Unarmed, Brdswd
of Columbia College are to be congratulated on an weapon. David and his academy are to be congrat- David Tweedie R & D, Unarmed, Brdswd
excellent test. ulated. They provide the kind of regional activity Linda Van Polen R & D, Unarmed, Brdswd
Dan Robles R& D, Unarmed, QS, Smllswrd and quality work that promotes the SAFD. Trevor Vasey R & D, Unarmed, Brdswd
Recommended Jim Ridge R& D, Unarmed, Quarterstaff Walter Wykes R & D, Unanned, Brdswd
Greg Webster R& D, Unarmed, QS, Smllswrd Recommended AUGUSTRecommended Mari Fuerstneau R& D, Unarmed, Quarterstaff
Patricia Anderson R& D, Unarmed, QS, Smllswrd Recommended University of Virginia
Recommended Scott Clemens R& D, Unarmed, BS, QS, SS Date: August 12, 1992
Carlos Tamayo R& D, Unarmed, QS, Smllswrd Carl Lee R& D, Unarmed, BS, QS, SS Instructor: CoIlcn Kelly
Recommended David Gregory R& D, Unarmed, BS, Smllswrd AdjUdicator: J.D. Martinez
Amanda Caldwell R& D, Unarmed, Broadsword Melissa Vickery-Bareford R& D, Unarmed, BS, Smllswrd David AG. Gatenby R & D, Unarmed, QuarterstaffNicola Delgado R& D, Unarmed, Broadsword
Robyane Gravenhurst R& D, Unarmed, Brcadsword JULY Joel Hurt Jones R & D, Unarmed, Quarterstaff
Eric Virkkala R& D, Unarmed, Brcadsword Richard Enderlin IV R & D, Unanned, Quarterstaff
Jennie Smith R& D, Unarmed, Brcadsword Seattle Deyna M. Riddick R & D, Unarmed, Quarterstaff
Tina Teske R& D, Unarmed, Brcadsword Date: July 9, 1992 Treena Celeste Burton R & D, Unanned, Quarterstaff
Blake Cadkin R& D, Unarmed, Brcadsword Instructor: Geoffrey Aim Michael Kindle R & D, Unanned, Quarterstaff
Geoffrey Coates R& D, Unarmed, Brcadsword Adjudicator: DilVid Boushey Theatre West Virginia
Marcy Konlon R& D, Unarmed, Broadsword Mary Corrales-Diaz R& D, Unarmed, Brdswd Date: August 23, 1992
Asolo Acting Conservatory Sally Mellis R& D, Unarmed, Brdswd Instructor: Joel MasonMaggie Stenson R& D, Unarmed, Brdswd Adjudicator: J.D. Martinez
Date: May 29, 1992 Robin Keller R& D, Unarmed, Brdswd Joshua M. Larson R & D, Unanned, Smallsword
Instructor: Dan Carter National Stage Combat Workshop RecommendedAdjudicator: David Leong University of Nevada-Las Vegas Ross Boehringer R & D, Unanned, Smallsword
All of Dan's students were most enthusiastic about Joe Sniegocki R & D, Unanned, Smallsword
the work. Execution of the fights could have been Date: July 31, 1992 Steve Bumett R & D, Unanned, Smallsword
less choppy in places, particularly in rapier and Instructors: John Robert Beardsley, David Jim Ballard R & D, Unanned, Smallsword
clagger. Punches needed to carry more body weight, Boushey, Erik Fredricksen, Richard Raether Casey Hendershot: R & D, Unanned, Smallsword
a problem that I've observed several times this Adjudicators: Beardsley, Boushey, Fracher, The Legend of Daniel Boonespring at fight tests around the country. CNerall, a Fredricksen, Raether, Suddeth, Villa
job well done by Dan and his students. Jim 'Stubby' Chelbecek R& D, Unarmed, Brdswd
Date: August 19, 1992
Instructor: Scott ThrasherPhoebe Dangerfield R& D, Unarmed, Brcadsword Recommended Adjudicator: Drew FracherCarl Backus R& D, Unarmed, Brcadsword Jeff AR. Jones R& D, Unanned, Brdswd
Bill Lynch R& D, Unarmed, Brcadsword Recommended Joey Collins R & D, Unanned, Quarterstaff
Sarah Braun R & D, Unarmed, Quarterstaff Scott Mann R& D, Unanned, Brdswd Recommended
David Woolery R & D, Unarmed, Quarterstaff Recommended Damian Laymon R & D, Unanned, Quarterstaff
Jim Briggs R& D, Unarmed, Quarterstaff Joseph Manussier R & D, Unanned, Brdswd BJ. Merman R & D, Unanned, Quarterstaff
Recommended Brian Coffey R & D, Unanned, Quarterstaff
JUNE Daria Max R& D, Unanned, Brdswd Chris Annbrister R & D, Unanned, Quarterstaff
Recommended Travis Chaney R & D, Unanned, Quarterstaff
Wright State University Galway McCullough R& D, Unanned, Brdswd Stephen M. Hansen R & D, Unanned, Quarterstaff
Date: June 9, 1992 Recommended Sarah Wiggin R & D, Unanned, QuarterstaffRobert Mclean R& D, Unanned, Brdswd Nicholas Little R & D, Unanned, QuarterstaffInstructor: Marik Olsen Recommended Megan Bumett R & D, Unanned, Quarterstaff
Adjudicator: J.D. Martinez Leigh Selting R& D, Unarmed, Brdswd Joey Collins R & D, Unanned, Quarterstaff
Brian Fagan R& D, Unarmed, BS, Smllswrd Recommended Jeremy Bagan R & D, Unanned, Quarterstaff
Jason Hays R& D, Unarmed, BS, Smllswrd Paul Steger R& D, Unanned, Brdswd M.A.S.C.S.Tina Martin R& D, Unarmed, Smallsword Recommended Minneapolis Academy of Stage Combat SkillsBill Ziolinski R& D, Unarmed, Smallsword Keith Adams R& D, Unanned, Brdswd
Bob Kropf R& D, Unarmed, Smallsword John Armour R& D, Unanned, Brdswd Date: August 29, 1992
Jamie-Lynn O'Brien R& D, Unarmed, Smallsword Wendy Bagger R& D, Unanned, Brdswd Instructors: E.P. Kenny, J. Clicbccek, J. Manussicr
Paul Brinkler R& D, Uoormed, Smallsword Robin Blitch R& D, Unanned, Brdswd AdjUdicator: John Robert Beardsley
Andrea Bendewald R& D, Unarmed, Smallsword John Bradford R & D, Unarmed, Brdswd Lori Tilkin R & D, Unanned, Quarterstaff
Shannon Kane R& D, Unarmed, Smallsword Barbara Burgess R & D, Unarmed, Brdswd Joey Metzger R & D, Unanned, Quarterstaff
Lisa Peterson R& D, Unarmed, Quarterstaff Regina Cerimele R& D, Unarmed, Brdswd Debbie Gilbert R & D, Unanned, Quarterstaff
LoraWilson R& D, Unarmed, Quarterstaff Jill Clopper R& D, Unarmed, Brdswd Todd John Wendt R & D, Unanned, Quarterstaff
Edward Grudus R & D, Unarmed, Smallsword Rick Codding R& D, Unarmed, Brdswd Tracey Oudekerk R & D, Unanned, Quarterstaff
Cato R& D, Unarmed, Smallsword Jeff Coussens R& D, Unanned, Brdswd Thomas Cullinan R & D, Unanned, Quarterstaff
Brian Crowe R& D, Unarmed, Quarterstaff Drew DiCostanzo R& D, Unanned, Brdswd Amy Colon R & D, Unanned, Quarterstaff
Chris Entsweiler R& D, Unarmed, Quarterstaff Robert Dull R& D, Unanned, Brdswd David Tufford R & D, Unanned, Quarterstaff
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Spring 1992 "15 Years of Fighting tile Good Fight" (SAFD history)
'Working v,itil Amateurs" (JoseFerrer interview)
Fall 1991 "Actor Training in tile Politically Correct Environment"
'When the Guns Begin to Shoot" (early firearms)
Spring 1991 "Of Fights and Film" (Willitlm Hobbs interview)
'Working v,ith Amateurs" (safety for untrained fighters)
Fall 1990 "A Tale of Jealousy, Swordplay and a Certain Italian"
(Vincente Saviolo)
"'Then, as I end the refrain, thrust home'"
(Walter Hampden's Cyrano)
Winter 1990 "Apache: The Original Dangerous Game"
"A Guide to the Recently Certified"
Fall 1989 "The Sounds of Violence, Part III"
"Choosing Your Weapons"
Fall 1988 "A Brief Discussion of Sword Nomenclature"
"Not So Long Ago: Hungarian Dueling in the 20th Century"
Sept. 1985 "Teaching Stage Combat"
"German Two-Handed Sword"
Jan. 1985 "Diary of a Jouster"
"Armor Techniques"
Sept. 1983 "Building a Better Blank"
"Choreography Contracts"
January 1983 "Some Methods of Weaponless Stage Combat, Part III"
'The Fabulous Samurai Swordfight"
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AVAILABLE ISSUES 
Spring 1992 "15 Years of Fighting the Go d Fight" (SAF  history) 
'Worki  v.ith Amateur  (Jose Ferrer intervie ) 
Fall 1991 "Actor Training in the Politically Correct Environ ent" 
'When the Guns Begin to Sho t" (early firearms) 
Spring 1991 "Of Fights and Film" (William Hobbs interview) 
'Workin  ½ith Amateurs" (safety for untrained fighters) 
Fall 1990 "A Tale of Jealousy, Swordplay and a Certain Italian" 
(Vincente Saviol j 
"'Then, as I end the refrain, thrust home'" 
(Walter Hampden's Cyrano) 
Winter 1990 "Apache: The Original Dangerous Game" 
"A Guide to the Recently Certified" 
Fall 1989 "The Sounds of Violence, Part III" 
"Choosing Your Weapons" 
Fall 1988 "A Brief Discussion of Sword Nomenclature" 
"Not So Long Ago: Hungarian Dueling in the 20th Century" 
Sept. 1985 "Teaching Stage Combat" 
"German Two-Handed Sword" 
Jan. 1985 ''Diary of a Jouster" 
"Armor Techniques" 
Sept. 1983 ''Building a Better Blank" 
"Choreography Contracts" 
January 1983 "Some Methods of Weaponless Stage Combat, Part III" 
'The Fabulous Samurai Swordfight" 
The Society of American Fight Directors (SAFD) is a non-profit organization devoted to training, and
improving the quality of stage combat. We are committed to the highest standards of safety in the
theatrical, film and television industries. The SAFD offers educational opportunities across the country
at universities, privately, and at the annual National Stage Combat Workshop expressly to disseminate
this information. In addition, the SAFD tests individuals in three categories:
Actor/Combatant. Teacher. Fight Master
However, one need not take any sort of test in order to be a member of SAFD. Anyone interested in
the art of fight choreography and stage fighting can join as a Friend. Members of SAFD receive: a 10%
discount on all SAFD workshops; The Fight Master, a journal which is published twice yearly and
contains in-depth articles on the history and practice of stage combat, the latest equipment, staging
practices; and The Cutting Edge, a newsletter updating SAFD activities, policies and member news.
To apply for membership in the SAFD fill out the form below and send to:
Richard Raether, SAFD Secretary-Treasurer
1834 Camp Avenue, Rockford, IL 61103
Dues are $25.00 annually. (For members outside the U.S., annual dues are $30.(0)
You must enclose a $25.00 check covering dues for the current year.
Checks should be made payable to Society of American Fight Directors.
MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION
SOCIETY OF AMERICAN FIGHT DIRECTORS
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Phone No. ___________ _ Adjudicator 
L--------------------------------------------J 
welding. Never quench a hot tang
before it goes almost cold to touch!
It will crack; the high-carbon steel
of the blade and the low-carbon
steel of the tang have different
coefficents of expansion and are
trying to separate anyway!
5.Funky threading that causes stress
risers. Last thread runs off part
and/or forms a "break notch."
Common on threaded self-tangs-
one advantage ofweldingon a screw.
There are a lot of things that
can be wrong with tang that will
cause problems in mounting or in
use. Some of the commonest are:
Just too thin-common
on all Toledo stuff and
most Phillipine and
Indian pieces.














The perfect traditional tang- The best you can hope for today!
blade thickest at the bolster, tapers _
in both directions--square shoulders, Dennis Graves is a noted swordcutler based in
smooth, even taper to end. Boulder, Colorado.
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